Fourth Session
Sunday, April 14, 2013 at 12:00 Noon
Lots 3001-3461
Collections, Accumulations and Literature
New Yorker Hotel, Herald Square Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. General Collections
3001 Hm
U.S. Unparalleled Collection (1/RW54). A
magnificent United States collection of distinction featuring
many major rarities; one of the most valuable intact collections obtainable at public auction; a amazing high quality
collection; beginning with nice quality 1847 issues, Scott #'s
1 and 2 each with nice red cancels; there's a nice set of
1875 Reprints #3-4; the 1851 imperforates include 7-8A,
and 12-17; the 1857 perforated issues include choice examples of 20, 22 and 23, along with 27-28, 29-30A, 31-33,
and 35-39, the 90c Washington without gum; the rarely offered 1875 Reprints include 40-43 and 45 - lots of value
here; there's affordable examples of 56 and 62B; the 1861
issue includes 63-65, 67-73, and 75-78 some in duplication
showing different shades, etc; the 1867 grilled issues include scarcer examples of 83, 85, 85B and 85E; the E grills
are complete 86-91, as are the F grills 92-101; the 1869 Pictorials are choice used and complete 112-122 including an
extra 24c signing of the Declaration of Independence; there
a select group of the 1875 Pictorial Re-Issues including
123, and 125-130 with outstanding appearance; the 1870's
Banknote issues include some of the scarcer grilled issues
and complete sets of the National, Continental, and American Bank Note Co issues; the 1893 Columbian issues are
used complete except the $1 value with a particularly
choice $5; the 1894-98 Bureau issues include used 262-63,
and 276-278; 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues are complete
except the $1 Cattle in storm; the 1902-03 Regular issues
are fresh and extremely attractive and include real nice examples of 312-313, plus a select 315 pair; the Washington
Franklins are very attractive featuring sets of 331-42, some
better coils, 374-82, 390-96, 397-404, 414-23, 424-40,
468-76, and 479-80, there are nice 5c carmine errors - a
467 in combination pair, and a 505 in combination block of
6, there's nice 1917-1919 perf 11's, 523 used and mint, 524
and 547 x (2); complete 1922 flat plate issues 551-573,
1923 perf 10's 581-91, a 595, and 599A coil single, along
with a coil pair and even a scarce line pair; there are two
nice 630 White Plains souvenir sheets; a nice 634A; a complete set of 1929 Kansas-Nebraska's, and even a select example of the 2c Silkote paper of the Liberty series; Back of
the book includes a select group of Airmails, including
C1-C6, and even a choice set of Graf Zeppelins C13-15;
Special Deliveries are very attractive along with a nice
group of used Postage Dues; nearly complete 1919 U.S.
Offices in China K1-K9, K11-K18; complete used Parcel
Post; some Carrier stamps, and a complete used set of
Duck stamps RW1-RW54 used; an incredible collection
loaded with a large number of scarce and valuable stamps
(photo on web site).
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

3002 Hm
U.S. Overwhelming Collection (1/PR125).
The "ultimate" United States collection presented in
Showguard mounts in A Scott National album; extremely
comprehensive collection beginning with the 1847 issue,
#'s 1-2 in decent used condition; the 1851 imperfs are highlighted by decent used #12 and 17; the 1857 perforated issues include #'s 27-28, 29, 30A, and 35-38 choice
appearing used stamps; the 1861 issue include fine examples of 68-72 and 75-78; the 1867 grills include a decent
used 85, 86-91 complete, and the F grills 92-100; the 1869
Pictorials are choice complete used 112-22; there's some
nice 1870's Banknote issues, including 134-38, 145-55,
and 212-18; the 1893 Columbians are really nice appearing
unused stamps complete 230-45; there's decent 1894 Bureau issues 246-62, and some better 1895's Bureaus including a choice used $2; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are
unused and complete 285-93; 1901 Pan-Ams complete
294-99; there's a choice mint set of 1913-15 Panama-Pacific issues in both the perf 12 and perf 10 issues, Washington Franklins are fresh and attractive including complete
sets of 331-42, 374-82, 414-23, 424-40, and 468-80; the
1922 Flat Plate series is unused and complete 551-73,
along with the 1923 perf 10;s 581-91; there's a scarcer
599A coil single and pair, a lovely 630 White Plains sheet,
plus a scarce 634A; the 1929 Kansas Nebraskas are complete 658-679; strong back of the book issues include Airmail stamps C1-C6 complete plus a gorgeous mint set of
Zeppelins C13-15; Special delivery issues are complete
unused and very choice, the Postage Dues are fairly sparse
and used, but the 1873 Officials are quite comprehensive in
used condition; there's a smattering of better Newspaper
stamps a lovely complete set of 1919 Shanghai overprints
K1-K18, a premium mint set of 1912-13 Parcel Post & Parcel Post Due issues, and some nice Confederate States issues; a valuable and desirable holding that will certainly
garner serious bids, as this lot is an impressive U.S.
collection; 7 certificates of authenticity accompany (photo
on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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U.S. General Collections
3003 Hm
U.S. Extraordinary High Quality Collection
(9/PR125). Fantastic quality of GEM quality mint and used
stamps; one of the nicest collections we have offered in
some time; each stamp handpicked for centering and appearance; the 1851 imperfs include select examples of
used #12 and 17; the 1857 perforated issue includes a gorgeous used 36b, and nice regummed 90c Washington #39;
some select 1861 issues, and 1867 grills including 92-94
and 97-98; the 1869 Pictorials include 112-15, and 118-21;
nice group of 1870's Banknote issues selected for centering and nice color; there's a wonderful complete unused set
of the 1893 Columbian issue 230-45, the $3 is o.g. and the
other four high values are regummed; there are some quality 1894-98 Bureau issues, nicely centered stamps that are
not valuable enough to pull out to run as single auction lots;
the 1898 Trans-Mississippi issue includes a well centered
regummed $1 Trans #292; the 1901 Pan-Ams are complete; the 1902-03 Regular issues include outstanding o.g.
examples of 312 and 313 the two high values along with a
select genuine 315 single; the 1904 Louisiana Purchase
are complete as are the 1907 Jamestown issues; there's a
really choice group of Washington Franklin issues, many
Extremely Fine stamps with great eye appeal including
418-20, 438-39, 453-54, 469-73, and 479, then there are
nice examples of the 5c carmine color error - #467 and 505;
the 1913 Panama Pacific issues include a choice #404 well
centered, very lightly hinged; there are attractive examples
of 523-24 and 547; nice 1918 offset and imperf issues, complete 551-73 flat plate series; and the 1923 perf 10's; there's
a 599A coil pair, and some really nice Airmail issues including C1-6 complete along with a select high quality set of
Zeppelins C13-15; there are some wonderful Special Delivery issues, including E1-3, E5-E11; there's numerous Postage Dues, and a nice quality selection of U.S. Offices in
China many Very Fine or better centered; then there are
Newspaper stamps, Parcel Post issues, Parcel Post Dues,
and even some decent plate blocks of 832-34 and 1052-53;
one of the nicest collections imaginable and a collection
that will garner serious bidding as any dealer would be
willing to pay a small fortune for this fabulous collection
(photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
3004 Hm
U.S. Spectacular Collection (9X1//546). Absolutely fabulous United States collection on homemade
pages, from the 1845 Postmaster Provisionals through the
1920's Washington-Franklins; the outstanding collection
begins with two Scott #9X1's, one tied on small piece, the
1847 issues include two each of #'s 1 and 2; 1851 imperfs
include #'s 12 and 17; the 1857 perforated issues include
27-30A, and 31-39; 1861 issues include 63-78 with some
duplication; the 1867 grills include 89-91, and 92-101 complete; 1869 Pictorials 112-22 complete; nice 1870's Banknote issues, plus 219-29 complete; there's the 1894 Bureau
issues 246-63 complete, 1895 Bureaus 264-78; 1902-03
regular issues 300-313 complete along with a nice group of
the 2¢ shields including two booklet panes of 6; Washington
Franklin issues include 331-42 complete, 343 -47 in blocks
of 4, some genuine coil pairs, 414-23 complete, 424-40
complete, 462-80, a 505 error in a combination block of 6,
498-518, 523 x (2), 525-530 blocks, a 536 plate block, and
540-41 blocks with everything in between; many nice quality stamps present with few faults obvious; a wonderful collection with a Scott catalog value in excess of $75,000; a
beautiful holding (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3005 H
U.S. Specialized Collection of 3¢ Violet to $1
Violet Brown, 1923 (555-571). An unbelievable and valuable collection of plate number singles with a wide variety of
numbers, positions and shades, included are 555(179),
556(154), 557(311), 558(96), 559(234), 560(172), 561(70),
562(343), 563(123), 564(160), 565(94), 566(181),
567(285), 568(46), 569(85), 570(56) and 571(8) try to duplicate this group! All mounted on stock sheets and housed in
a binder; some, mostly small faults, Very Good-Very Fine.
Scott $51,000 plus (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3006 H
U.S. Comprehensive and Valuable Collection (1/QE4). Handsome and valuable U.S. mostly mint
collection on Scott National album pages; each stamp
neatly presented in Showguard mounts; includes the
scarce 1847 issue #1 and 2, unused appearing examples,
5c regummed, 10c no gum - figured in the catalog value as
manuscript cancels removed; a wonderful #75 red brown
shade; some choice Banknote issues, 212, 215, and
217-18; 1890-93 small Banknote issues 219-224, 227, and
229; 1893 Columbians to the 10c value; 1894 Bureau issues 246-51, 255-6, 259-60, and 261A; 1895 Bureau issues 264-272, 275-278 - 276-278 the four high values
figured as the much lower unused, regummed catalog
value; 1901 Pan-Americans complete 294-99; 1902-03
Regular issue to the $1 Farragut, along with a genuine 315
single with bottom sheet margin; Washington Franklin's include better items such as #'s 342, 374-81, 392-96, 414-18,
420-23, 424-31, 433-40, 450-58, 468-80; 506-18, 525-33,
547; complete 1922 Flats 551-573, 581-91, a well centered
never hinged 630 souvenir sheet, complete 1938
Presidentials, and decent Back of book, including mint #'s
C1, 3 and 18, along with Special delivery E3-4; overall a
marvelous collection of decent quality stamps; with a Scott
catalog value well in excess of $30,000, this collection
should draw plenty of interest as the catalog value isn't
over-inflated; a great lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3007 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection to 2009. Housed in six
Lighthouse hingeless albums, including 230-39, 285-93,
294-99, 300-11, 323-27, 369, 397-404, 551-73, 630,
658-79, 803-34, C1-6, C13-15, Q1-1 and from the 1940's
virtually complete. A overall exceptional lot and well centered, well worth a look and a bid, o.g., hinged or never
hinged.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3008 Ha
U.S. Specialized Collection of 2¢ Carmine,
1923 (554). A very hard to duplicate plate block of 6 specialty collection of 516 plates with all different plate number
and position combinations, mounted on stock sheets and
housed in a binder, o.g., 282 hinged, 234 never hinged;
some mostly small faults, primarily reduced selvedge, generally F.-V.F. Scott $25,000 plus (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S. General Collections
3009 Hm)
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1960. Excellent collection in three albums, better used includes 1
with red grid, 116, 153-155, 165-166, 191, 218, 228-229,
262, 277, 312, excellent Washington Franklins, E1-E3,
Q1-Q12, better mint includes 217, 315, 230-234, 236 plus
231 "Broken Hat", 289-290, 294-298, 327, 328-330, White
Plains sheet, good Farleys, C1-C6, C18, local posts including Pony Express, K1-K10, K16 & K18, some condition and
identification issues but still a collection worthy of careful inspection and an aggressive bid, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3010 Hm
U.S. Extraordinary Collection (230//Q12). Impressive group of better U.S. neatly arranged on homemade pages; highlights include a wonderful group of better
early blocks and plate blocks, including 230-232 the 2c is
the broken hat variety, 235, 294-95 blocks, 324 plate block
of 6, 328 plate block of 6, 328-30 blocks of 4, 397-98 plate
blocks, 548-50 blocks and 548-49 plate blocks; C1-C6 singles along with a C1 block of 8 and a C2 block of 4; there's a
set of C4-6 blocks, two C10a booklet panes, C18 single;
Postage Dues include J1-7, and J15-21 used, along with
J22-J28 all used except the choice 50c value which is unused no gum; there's a complete set of Parcel Post stamps
Q1-12 mint or used; very nice quality throughout and a ton
of value which really adds up; a very desirable holding
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3011 HH/Hm U.S. Massive Mint & Used Collection. Few
thousand stamps residing in a Scott International album,
better used includes 119, 241, 242, better mint such as 232,
235, 238-240, Kansas Nebraska complete with two used,
White Plains sheet, Prominent Americans complete, recalled Legends of the West sheet, imperf Bugs Bunny
sheet, C1-C4, C13-C15, C18, Q11, with several hundred
dollars in face, some mixed condition, much mint material is
NH, a fabulous find, inspection recommended for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3012 HH/H
U.S. Awesome Plate Block Collection. Residing in three albums, better includes #428, 508, 537, 542,
548, 549, 810, 611, 614, 615, 617-619, 623, 628, 670,
Washington Bicentennial complete, 700, 701, 771, Prexies,
Famous Americans complete, C7-C9, C10, C24, C25-C31,
J85, J87, QE3, and fairly complete to 1950, many NH, set
aside sufficient time to properly ascertain this collection's
true value, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3013 H
U.S., Specialized Collection of 1¢ Green and
2¢ Carmine, 1912 (405, 406). 2379 plate number singles
including 794 #405s and 1585 #406s all with different plate
number and position combinations, an excellent variety of
shades is also represented, very desirable and hard to duplicate, mounted on stock sheets and housed in a binder,
some mostly small faults should be expected in a group this
size, o.g., hinged, some never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine. Scott $15,464 without NH premiums (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

3014 Hm
U.S. Commemorative Collection (230//630).
On White Ace pages; a lovely selection including 1893
Columbians 230-41, and 245 o.g.; plus 10 different Exposition admission tickets including the scarcer Handel ticket;
1898 Trans-Mississippis complete 285-93 o.g.; 1901
Pan-Americans complete 294-99 o.g.; 1904 Louisiana Purchase 323-27 o.g.; 1907 Jamestown 328-30; 1909 Commemoratives
367-373
complete;
1912-1915
Panama-Pacific issues 397-404 o.g. except 404 used;
1920 Pilgrims, and 1920's commemoratives, along with a
select Never Hinged 1926 White Plains souvenir sheet;
overall Fine quality with some better; faults include a few
with disturbed gum and a small thin spot on the $5 Columbian; overall a very pleasing group with plenty of value.
Scott $11,630 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3015 HH/Hm U.S. Useful Mint & Used Collection. Impressive collection mounted on pages, mint includes 231, 233,
234, 235, 236, 294-299, 327, 328-330, White Plains sheet,
Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies complete and Prominent Americans complete, C4, C5, C13, C18, Legends of
the West recalled sheet, used includes 1, 2, 67, 68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 78, 112-120, 153-155, 165-166, 238, 290-291,
some mixed condition, a premium collection which deserves a close look, don't lose sight of this one, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3016 H
U.S. Specialized Collection of 3¢ Deep Violet
to 30¢ Orange Red, 1914 (426-435, 437-439). An outstanding and difficult to compile collection of plate number
singles with a wide variety of numbers and positions, also
exhibiting a nice variety of shades, included are 426(27),
427(22), 428(39), 429(14), 430(22), 431(14), 432(2),
433(14), 434(11), 435(10), 437(5), 438(5) and 439(6), excellent value; some, mostly small faults, Very Good-Very
Fine. Scott $9,500 plus without NH premiums (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3017 Hm
U.S. 1861 3¢ Selection. Mounted on two
pages, includes 94 with grilled and ungrilled stamps with 94
with Shriner's Hat fancy cancel (SE FR-NMc5), 94 with
Wells Fargo cancel, 74P3 trail color proof, essay 79-E18c
(faulty), and a pair of 79E25q with 1997 APES certificate,
excellent lot for the specialist, o.g., F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3018 Hm)
U.S. Lincoln Collection. Intriguing lot of Lincoln stamps and revenues, begins with a small stockbook
with 77 (x2)used, 137 used, 148 no gum, mint 222, 304,
O38, O60 (x2), O86 (x2), PR3, Guam 4 and Philippines C6,
then Springer listed tobaccos tax paids, Old Abe Tobacco
tinfoil, two snuff essays, tax paid tobacco strips, and three
distilled spirit stamps, an exceptional lot for the specialist,
with much more not listed here, please take time to peruse,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. General Collections
3019 HH/H
U.S. Mint Plate Blocks & Full Sheets Collection. In three binders, better includes plate blocks Overrun
Countries complete, Prexies complete, Prominent Americans complete, C24, C25-C31, full sheets of C25-C31,
C34-C36, C46, CE2, C10A pane, much NH, also includes
Transportation coils and baseball related FDC's and
cacheted event covers, please take a few minutes to inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3020 H
U.S. Specialized Collection of 1¢ Green and
2¢ Rose Red, 1914 (424, 425). An unbelievable collection
of 1486 plate number singles including 528 #424s and 958
#425s exhibiting many different numbers and positions and
an excellent variety of shades especially the 2¢ value, all
mounted on stock sheets and housed in a binder; some
mostly small faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $3,500 plus
without NH premiums (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3021 Hm
U.S. Mint and Used Gutter Snipe Collection.
In a 2 inch Scott Specialty album, two annotated binders
and beat up sheet file. Overall clean and F-VF viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
3022 HH/H
U.S. Plate Blocks Collection, 1926-1950.
Housed in five albums, includes 629, 635, 637, 697, Washington Bicentennials complete, 771, Famous Americans
complete, C25-C31, an attractive lot that should be well received, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3023 Hm)
U.S. Mint & Used Airmail Collection. Useful
grouping, better mint includes C1, C2 (x2), C3, C4 (x3), C5,
C6 (x2), C18, C24 plate block, C25-C31, better used C1
block of four, C3 block of four, C4 block of four, C5 block of
four, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3024 Hm
U.S. Postage Dues, Useful Collection. Collection of 200+ stamps on stock pages, better used includes J5 (x4), J6, J7 (x2), J20, J21, J28, J43, better mint
includes J1, plate block J62, with some better used blocks,
couple of better cancels, some condition issues, please inspect, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3025 Hm
U.S. Official Stamps, Unbelievable Collection (O1/O126). Absolutely wonderful Official collection on
Scott Hingeless album pages; virtually complete; one of the
nicest group of these tough Officials we have had the pleasure to offer, as the majority of these stamps were handpicked for freshness and soundness; highlights include
Agriculture O1-7 complete most with o.g., Executive issues, used or unused O10-12, and O14, Interior issues
O15-24 complete most o.g. hinge remnants, Justice
O25-34 complete unused or used, with the scarce 24¢ and
90¢ values in choice used condition, Navy Dept. O35-O45
complete unused or o.g. with the scarce 90¢ value o.g.,
Post Office dept O47-56 complete, unused or o.g., the valuable State Dept issues complete except for O71 which is a
reperforated and regummed proof and is NOT counted,
with a scarce used $2 value, Treasury dept O72-O82 complete all unused, War dept O83-O93 complete all unused;
then there's the 1879 soft paper issues including O95 used,
O100-O102 used, O106-O108 unused, O109-O112 used,
O114-O120 o.g., and O121-O126 o.g.; we carefully cataloged this impressive collection and didn't figure any of the
few regummed stamps as the higher catalog value o.g.
price; faults are few and far between and this is an incredibly
fresh collection that would enhance any great collection,
well worth our modest estimate. Scott $33,531 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3026 Hm
U.S. Officials Collection, 1873 (O1//O107).
Valuable United States Official collection neatly displayed
on homemade pages; virtually complete missing only the
rarities; mint or used throughout, the collection includes Agriculture O1-9 complete, better quality Executive O10-O14
complete, Interior O15-24 complete, Justice O25-34 complete with the scarcer high values with o.g., Navy O35-45
complete, Post Office O47-56 complete, State Dept.
O57-68 which includes the rare $2 value, Treasury O72-82
complete, War O83-93 complete, soft paper 1879 Interior
O96-O101, O107 and O108; and soft paper War
O114-120; although the centering varies from Very Good to
Fine, the overall condition a actually nicer than usually
found on this difficult issue, small faults are to be expected
on a collection of this size and is certainly worth 20% of the
impressive catalog value of over $24,000, which is an accurate amount which figures any unused or regummed
stamps at the much lower price in the Scott catalog. Scott
$20,403 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3027 Hm
U.S.
Officials,
Desirable
Collection
(O1/O126). In Showguard mounts on Scott National album
pages, mostly used, but a few unused or o.g. stamps sprinkled in here and there; virtually complete except the higher
value State Dept. issues, although there is a choice o.g.
O68 the $2 state, and a used O71 with presentation cancel
(Scott $1,750); condition varies from Fine to some better
Fine to Very Fine stamps with an occasional fault here and
there. Scott $18,786 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3028 Hm
U.S. Officials, Marvelous Selection. Nice lot
of 150+ stamps, specimens and proofs, better used includes O24, O29, better mint has O81, for specimens there
are O1 (x2), O2S, O10S, O16S, O25S (x2), O26S, O57S,
proofs include complete Navy set, complete Post Office
card proofs less the 15¢, and complete Treasury set
skinned and perforated, some mixed condition, an unusual
and scarce group, review suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3029 Hm
U.S. Newspaper Stamps, Tremendous Collection (PR1/PR125). Magnificent unpicked Newspaper
stamp collection neatly mounted in Showguard mounts on
Scott National album pages; a comprehensive offering
loaded with tons of value; includes impressive examples of
PR1-3, along with PR1a-PR4a, plus PR5-8 in choice condition; a very choice run of the 1875 Continental printing,
PR9-31, some of the lower value 1875 Special Printings,
and a nice group of the 1879 American Bank Note Co issue,
then there's a scarce group of 1885 American Bank Note
Co. issues, and a fine selection of the 1895 Bureau issues;
condition is the usual stuff, some off centered and some
regummed stamps here and there; there are faults present
on some of the more expensive examples, but with a Scott
catalog value well in excess of $40,000, this collection is a
premium offering for the advanced philatelist (photo on web
site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3030 HH/Hm U.S. Parcel Post, Mint & Used Collection.
Beautiful collection on three stock pages, mint includes Q7,
Q8 (x2), Q9, Q10, Q11, blocks of four Q5 & Q6, plate blocks
of Q1 & Q3, also used multiples and a Q4 bisect tied on
piece, fascinating little group that you shouldn't let get
away, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3031 H
U.S. Booklet Panes, Magnificent Collection
(279Bj/C10a). Incredibly comprehensive United States
booklet pane collection neatly presented in Showguard
mounts in Scott National specialty album; a tremendous
group of these difficult issues, including many of the specialized slogan and tagging varieties on the more modern
issues; the collection begins with a decent example of
#279Bj, then moves to the 1902-03 regular issue including
#300b and two examples of #301c; there are some excellent Washington Franklin issues including 331-2a,
374-75a, 405b, 406a, 463a, 501-2b; the more modern issues include an excellent group of better slogan panes including 1213A with different slogans and tagging, plus
several Express Mail panes with considerable face value;
the Airmail issues include a nice C10a Lindbergh pane with
pane covers; a wonderful and valuable collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

3032 H
U.S. Booklet Pane Specialized Collection
(279Bj/C79a). In two Scott National albums, virtually complete, missing only the rarities, collection of choice quality
booklet panes, including #'s 279Bj, 300b (never hinged)
which catalogs for $1,150. just by itself, the scarce 301c,
319g, 331-32a, 374-75a, 405-6a, 424-25a, 462-63a,
498-502b, 552-54c, 583a; basically complete from 502b
onward all the way up to 2009 issues, so there is an enormous amount of face value in the modern, post 1930's issues; also includes the Airmail issues including a nice C10a
pane of three; a very worthwhile lot in better quality than
normally found.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3033 Hm)
U.S. Booklet Specialized Collection, Jefferson, Wright, Roosevelt & Holmes Issues (1278a-b,
1280c, 1284b-c, 1288c). Extensive collection includes positional panes, slogan panes, mint and used panes, plate
number panes, pre-cancelled panes, FDC's, electric eye
panes, complete booklets, collection is well annotated, a
useful lot to break up for retail or to expand upon, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3034 H
U.S. Booklet Panes, Mint Lot of Early. Nice
fresh lot includes #319g with horizontal guideline, 331, 374,
375 and 406 with printing ink smear, excellent lot for the
specialist of retail dealer, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$690 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3035 Hm)
U.S. Booklet Specialized Collection,
1977-1985. Collection that includes mint and used panes,
complete booklets, FDC's, Scott numbers include 1598a,
1623a/c, 1736a, 1737a, 1819a, 1896a-b, 1909a, 1948a,
1949a-b, 2113a, 2116a, 2121a, well annotated, useful material, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3036 Hm)
U.S. Booklet Specialized Collection, American Wildlife Issue (1889a). Small but noteworthy collection of these popular panes, includes mint and used
examples, FDC, plate number panes, and different covers, please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
3037 Hm
U.S. Valuable Cut Square Collection. Several
hundred cut squares and entires in a Scott National album,
among the dozens of better items we note used U5, U23,
W25, U32, U241, U247, U373, mint U11, U13, U18, U24,
U28, U29, U42-U45, U48, U49, U66, U68, U89, U90, U98,
U101, U103, U110, U124, U134, U170, U171, U185, U206
entire with 1990 PF certificate, U213 with 1990 PF certificate, U226, U244, U245, U246, U248, U249, U273, U274,
U276, U285, U286, U288, U457, U467, U474-U476, U478,
U494, U506, U520, UC1a entire, UO8 with 2002 APS certificate, UO22, UO29, UO32, WO33, UO45, UO60, UO62,
UO63, UO68, UO69,and dozens more in the 100.00 plus
range, even accounting for a few miss identified the catalog
value is enormous, a collection that truly has to be seen to
be appreciated, it will take time but please inspect, F.-V.F.
Scott $85,000 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3038 Hm
U.S. Postal Stationery, Tantalizing Collection (U1). Extraordinary cut square collection from 1853 to
1988; nearly complete including many of the rarities; mint
and used with many Extremely Fine examples present; beginning with the 1853 issue, U1-18, U32-47, U50-73, 1870
issue U74-107 complete; 1874 issue U108-124, U172-212,
U214-217; 1882 issue virtually complete except the scarcest issues; then a nice select from the 1899 issue all the way
through the 1990's; there's nice Airpost cut squares,
airletter sheets, Official Post Office Dept cut squares from
1873 to 1877, and War Dept issues OU18/UO67; an impressive collection that would take years to duplicate; 20
certificates of authenticity accompany; Scott catalog value
is between $60,000 and $70,000; a great specialist
collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
3039 m
U.S. Postal Stationery, Intact Collection of
Cut Squares With Better Cancels. Comprehensive and
includes colored (red, blue, brown, magenta & purple), free,
paid all, Wells Fargo, railroad, towns, territorials, fancy cancels with stars, anchor, kicking mule, some better cut
squares not figured in valuation, worthy of inspection, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3040 H
U.S. Postal Stationery, 1893 Columbian Exposition Envelopes (U348-U351). Incredible holding of
these popular envelopes, hundreds that includes 300+ of
U351 10¢(cat $21,000.00), with like amounts of the lower
values, condition is mixed, please take the time to peruse
this lot, you will be pleased, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
3041 Hm
U.S. Postal Stationery, Collection of Mostly
Mint Entires. Lovely postal entire collection on stock
pages, many with identification bands, with many 6¢ & 10¢
values, a few with express company imprints, and a fresh
group of mint 1876 centennial entires, nice group to break
up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
3042 m
U.S. First Day Postal Stationery Holding. A
few thousand postal entires and postal cards with first day
cancels, includes different cachets, some uprated, with entires starting with U522, air post with UC14, postal cards
starting with UX38 and paid reply cards with UY13, an excellent opportunity to acquire a large stock of these difficult
items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3043 Hm
U.S. Postal Stationery Mint & Used Accumulation. Thousands of postal cards, postal entires and cut
squares, mint with some duplication, some interesting
used, needs organization to maximize its value, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3044 Hm
U.S. Postal Stationery, Collection of Cut
Squares & Entires. A few hundred mounted on Scott
pages, doesn't appear to be any rarities, but a useful beginners collection, a few better officials, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3045 H
U.S. Postal Cards, Mint Dealer's Stock.
Dealer's stock comprising of UX6(x100), UX15(x86),
UY2(x32) and UY5(x10 preprinted), a unique opportunity to
acquire a large stock of these popular items, take a few minutes to examine, Very Fine. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3046 Hm)
U.S. Postal Cards, Reply Cards and Entires,
1870s To 2000s. Housed in eight volumes, includes UX1
used, UX3, 5-7, 8a, 9, 11-16, 21, 32-3, 33b, plus many others, UY1-2, 4-5 plus many others, inspection needed as the
lot is unsequenced, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3047 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Postal Card Dealer's Stock.
Hundreds of cards neatly arranged in six stock boxes, starts
with UX28 and continues to present, with varieties, shades
and paper colors, many in duplication from two to two
dozen, with air post, official and post office business cards,
inspection is suggested, plan on an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3048 m
U.S. Revenues, Spectacular Collection,
1862-1872. Very strong and highly represented 1st, 2nd
and 3rd Issues, and containing many of the key revenues
seldom available in collection format, Imperforate Issues
represented by over 70 different and including as mounted
and formed by a long time client #R2a, R3a, R36a, R37a,
R53a, R65a (two examples one in green- perhaps a color
changeling?), R77a bottom margin single, R79a, R80a,
R84a, R87a, R92a, R96a, R97a, R99a, R98a - vertical strip
of three, R100a, R101a, R102a, Part perforated includes
over 45 different as mounted: #RR17b, R18b, R22b, R32b,
R33b, R34b vertical strip of three (punch cancel), R47b,
R49b, R50b, R51b two examples, R61b, R69b, R81b pair,
Perforated issues most impressive with #R1c-R102c apparently complete and including #R21c, R31c, R99c,
R102c, and a few varieties and duplicates, 2nd Issue complete through #R131, 3rd Issue Complete #R134-R150,
this is one of the most complete-as-mounted collections
that we have had the pleasure to offer, quality is generally
nice appearing to very fine, the owner had an old time philosophy for acquiring and some of the better listed imperfs
and part perfs are suspect so viewing is an absolute must,
owners catalog into six figures but this counts everything so
we highly recommend ample viewing time so that you may
ascertain your own judgement to value but our estimate is
conservative (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
3049 HH/Hm U.S. Back-Of-The-Book & Revenue Collection. An excellent collection of a few thousand stamps on
stock pages, mint Special Deliveries include proofs of
E1-E3, jumbo E11, Cuba E1, Guam E1, and Philippines E1,
Offices in China mint K4-K8, Parcel Post Special Delivery
JQ5 mint & used blocks of four, nice selection of savings
stamps, good revenues, newspapers include PR2 and card
proof PR1-PR3, section of private die proprietaries, state
revenues and a cotton bale tag, a few mixed condition,
needs some organization but this lot should garner some
spirited bidding, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3050 m
U.S. Revenues on Documents Lot. 100+ documents or piece with revenues, first, second and third issues, a few imperfs, some mixed issues, interesting lot,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3051 m
U.S. Revenues: New York Central Railroad
Bills of Lading, 1865-1868. Approximately 150 bills of lading, each with two cent revenue stamp hand cancelled,
made out to various companies for different cargoes, interesting group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3052 Hm
U.S. Wines, Tantalizing Bordeaux Class Collection, 1914-1955. An incredible array of over 200 different of these interesting and often overlooked categories
which are missing from many of the most advanced collections due to the scarcity within the marketplace, highlights
include: #RE59, RE79, RE107A, RE107B (defective -as often with Philatelic Foundation Certificate), RE107D,
RE161, RE169, RE170, RE172, RE177, RE202, a wonderful collection with generally nice quality- the higher values
with quality problems as often encountered as these were
not gently affixed for use, but an incredible start to a very
elusive category and gaining popularity, one of the more
complete collections that we have had the pleasure to offer,
viewing a breeze and worthwhile. Scott $20,000 (Owner's)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3053 H
U.S. Federal Duck Stamps, Magnificent Collection (RW1-RW78b). Sensational set of Federal Duck
Hinting permit stamps neatly displayed on Scott Hingeless
album pages; a beautiful well centered set handpicked for
centering, color, and overall eye appeal, all Never Hinged
except the Rw1 which is barely hinged, and looks to be
Never Hinged at first glance; all the others are in immaculate mint condition; very few gum problems that normally
plague this issue - RW14 and RW19 with trivial gum
creases; this collection includes almost all the modern souvenir sheets except the rare 2005 souvenir sheet, complete
from RW73b to RW78b with signatures; one of the nicest
sets of Duck stamps we have ever offered at public auction.
Scott $6,195 (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3054 H
U.S. Federal Duck Stamps, Impressive Collection (RW1-48). Extremely impressive complete run of
Federal Duck stamps, from 1934 to 1981; most with fresh
full o.g., with a couple regummed stamps - RW3-4 and
RW12; the RW1 is in pristine Never Hinged condition, the
RW2 is o.g. very lightly hinged; most after RW13 are mint
never hinged in pristine condition; a flawless high quality set
of these popular stamps that would enhance any dealer's
stock. Scott $5,348 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S. Assortments
3056 HHHm U.S., The Lt. Col. Van Heuckeroth Balance
Lot. Of mostly mint housed in over a dozen binders, plus
pages etc in 2 cartons. Includes a definitive collection from
1922-1925 on, including 551-73, 581-91, 578-79 blocks of
4, 658-79, lots of coils, including a 599A pair, booklet
panes, extensive Prexies, etc. We also note hundreds of
plate blocks in 7 binders, with 627, 628, 629, 644, 647-48,
649-50, 654-55, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65 plus lots of additional Special Printing material, 859-93 etc. Finally, be sure
to note the airmails, which include blocks (C18) and plate
blocks, newspapers, lots of face value material and more.
Generally F-VF, a wonderful old time horde, well worth a
careful and through inspection. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3057 Hm
U.S. Select Holding. Better quality group of
twenty stamps with used #24, 30A, 37, 67, 69, 70 with
regis(ted) straight line, 117, 119(x2) and 121, unused includes 71, most well centered, please inspect, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3058 Hm)
U.S. Balance. Thousand or so stamps, mint &
used, in albums, stockbook and cards, includes mint 3982a
pair, used REA32, lot of used 231 with many Broken Hats,
mint & used collection in album, and a Scott Specialty album with revenues, probably plenty of surprises, inspection
is cordially invited, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3059 Hm)
U.S. Stamp & Cover Balance. Something for
every collector lot, includes used 115, ad covers, mint plate
block collection in two volumes, and mint sheets including
1193 and 1682a (x4), and much more, examination
strongly suggested, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3060 HH/H
U.S. Delightful Group with Certificates. Gorgeous lot of mint stamps that includes 264, 279, 398, 463,
511, 513, 518, plus 397 & Q9, fresh attractive group, please
inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3061 HH/Hm U.S. Group of Mint & Used United States
EFO's. Generally mis-perfed or imperf coils, includes
1625a, 1856c, 1895d, 2115f, 2130b, nice little lot, we invite
inspection, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3055 HH/H
U.S. Postal Savings Officials, 1910-11, 1¢-$1
complete (O121-O126), plate number singles, plates
strips, and plate blocks. Remarkable specialized collection
of select mint and used plate number singles, mint and used
blocks, and some gorgeous imprint and plate number
strips, along with a couple of plate blocks of six, including
the valuable $1.00 ultramarine, a wonderful group that
would be nearly impossible to duplicate, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,367 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Accumulations
3062 Hm
U.S. Impressive 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Of hundreds on stockpages in black binder, o.g.,
unused and used, better used include Scott 9X1, 1, 2, 13,
14, 15, 17, 23 with stitch watermark at top with
P.F.C.(sound), 29, 34, 39 with P.F.C. but small faults, 67,
71(2), 72(3), 75(2), 101, 118(2), 119(2), 120, 121, 122,
range of Bank Notes with values to 90c(5, 155, 166, 191,
218 and one Sample), better unused include Scott 240(2),
241, 242, 243, 291, 292, 293, a range of Washington Franklins with 523, 524, few Essays and Proofs, some reference,
some faults to be expected, though much attractive material suitable for Internet dealer, a valuable lot worth inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3063 HH/Hm U.S. Officials, Mint & Used Holding. Awesome selection of officials, a few hundred singles, pairs,
strips and blocks on stock pages, it is almost impossible to
give an accurate picture of this lot, but we will try, starts with
two mint blocks of four of O16, one with partial imprint, mint
block of four O85, three mint pairs of O16, two mint blocks of
six O17, then two mint blocks of four O17, one with plate
number, next page has mint block of six and block of four
O18, mint block of four O84, mint blocks of four O86, O89
and O49, O23, and block of twelve O16, two mint O93, then
six stock pages of mint and used with better mint O27 (x3),
O43, O57 & O59, used O68, and best of all the afore mentioned mint are all OG, and this is just a small part of the
overall lot, a sheer joy to inspect, should sell for multiples of
our low estimate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3064 HHa
U.S. 1919 2¢ Coil Waste, Plate Blocks of 50
Accumulation (540), eight top margin plate blocks of 50
with plate numbers. Incredibly fresh group of 8 mint, never
hinged blocks of 50 in wonderfully fresh condition, includes
plate number 13778 x (5), and plate number 13779 x (3), an
incredible holding of this tough coil waste issue with an impressive catalog value of over $11,000, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $11,520 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3065 Hm
U.S. Solid Accumulation, 1851-1990. Group
of a few hundred stamps, mounted in a Harris Classic album and on cards and pages, better mint includes 165, 179,
182, 183, 206, 210,211, 214, 215, 275, 285-290, 297-299,
309, 324-327, C18, better used such as 228, 260, 311, nice
run of revenues, and much much more, early mints are o.g.
or no gum, sure to prove worthy of your bid, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3066 m
U.S. Fancy Cancel Accumulation, 1861-95.
About 500 items on stockpages in black binder, including a
range of Geometrics, Stars, Grids, Rosettes, Duplexes with
letters and numbers, some colored with "B" on 1869 2c, no
NYFM noted, Corks and Ovals, some strictly speaking
might not be classified as fancy by everyone, on a range of
issues from 1861 3c, through 1c - 3c Bank Notes to 1c - 2c
Columbians, an interesting group, generally, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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3067 HH/H
U.S. Christmas Seals Accumulation. Exceptional lot of Xmas Seals, includes many early and better
items, some in duplication, dozens of complete sheets
1936 to 1939, a few non Xmas seals, nice lot, we advise examination, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3068 Hm)
U.S. Large Box Lot. For the hobbyist who
thought he had everything, we offer this lot, it should fill
whatever holes were empty, thousands of mint and used
stamps, revenues, cut squares BOB, first day covers, labels, seals, precancels and even a few silver medals, sit
back, take your time and peruse this profitable lot, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S. Dealers Stocks
3069 HH/Hm U.S. Eclectic Dealer Stock. Hundreds of mint
& used stamps in two stockbooks, with better too numerous
to list but we'll give it a try, used items such as 116 (x3), 153
(x2), 155 (x2), 218, better mint such as 94, 255, 258, 289,
290, 296, 297, 298 (x3), 324 block of four with plate number,
573, C1, C2, C3, C4, C6, excellent CSA and Hawaii, revenues, state revenues, and BOB, huge catalog value, a few
condition issues, inspection advised for full appreciation of
the scope and profitable opportunity afforded here, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3070 HH/Hm U.S. Powerful & Valuable Dealer Stock.
Small but exceptional dealer stock in two counter books,
better includes mint unless noted 153 used (x2), 73, 119
(x2), 212, 216 (x2), 221, 222, 224 (x3), 225 (x3), 235 (x3),
236 (x2), 237 (x4), 238 (x2), 239 (x2), 240, 287 (x3), 288,
297 (x3), 299, 309, 311 used, C6 (x2), Q6 (x2), with many
more not listed above, an excellent opportunity for the retail
dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3071 HH/Hm U.S. Better Dealer Stock, 1847-1930. Nice selection of better material, includes used #1 with red cancel,
26 mint og, proofs of 73, 77, 78 and 121, mint PR2, PR3 &
PR5, mint 530a, and essay 121-Es, excellent lot with many
items of good potential, please review, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3072 HH/H
U.S. Mint Dealer Stock, 1920-2000. An exciting mint stock presented in two stockbooks with hundreds
of stamps, includes 573, 595, White Plains sheet with dot,
Kansas Nebraska complete, Canal Zone 71e pane,
704-715 plate blocks complete, excellent collection of
Farleys, Prexies include set of singles with extra 834 and
832b and set of plate blocks, Prominent set of singles and
plate blocks, EFO's, with coil pairs, booklet panes and
much more, plan on spending some time perusing this one,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3073 Hm
U.S. Postal Stationery, 19th and 20th Century Dealer's Stock. Over 190 items, mostly identified and
priced by Scott number in pouches or sleeves, unused and
used, including Envelopes with a few Nesbits, one with U.S.
Express Mail c.d.s., Centennial series, Columbian Exposition series with U351 mint, large range of 1903 series, a few
Advertising, a few Specimen, a few uprated with stamps,a
few better origins, a few Officials, a small range of postal
cards with UX1, UX12, UX15, UX20, all mint, UX10 Columbian Exposition card used to Philadelphia, an attractive lot
worth inspection, generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3074 Hm
U.S. Large Dealer Stock of Cut Squares and
Postal Stationery. Excellent and valuable lot, with mint
and used squares and entires, entires include some better
cancels, errors and advertising, some with contents, better
cut squares includes mint U40, U102, better mint entires includes U509B (x9), UX6 (x22), UX12 (x9), UX14 (x23), Philippines U29 (x14), a few condition issues, huge catalog
value, a very pleasant surprise, check it out and see for
yourself, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
3075 H
U.S. Huge Postal Stationery Dealer Stock.
Several thousand entires in two cartons, includes hundreds
of air mail entires with heavy duplication, better mint postal
cards, and a few dozen cacheted first day covers from the
1930's to 1940's, 80% before 1940, a few errors, nice lot
with many extras, should prove profitable, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3076 HH/Hm U.S. Useful Dealer Stock. Lot of mint includes
372 (x7), 412 (x4), 474, 515, 516, 517, 550 (x3). 566, Kansas & Nebraska complete (x2) plus extras, 1295 plate block
(x2), C9 (x10), C10 (x2), C24(x4), with nice group of US
possessions, this is a lot which examination will determine
its true value, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3079 HH/H
U.S. Valuable Face Value Lot. A great lot being sold as face but with many extras, there are singles,
blocks, plate blocks and full sheets, almost all 1¢ to 25¢ values, better sheets include C35 (x5), C38 (x3), C40 (x26),
C42 (x10) and a CE2 sheet, with several envelopes of a single value, many have issues back to the 1930's, an excellent way to dig for hidden treasures and fight the rising
postal costs, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3080 HH/H
U.S. Face Value With Bonus. Face value lot
made up of singles, plate blocks, booklet panes and complete booklets, most values from 1¢ to 20¢, but with many
better stamps throughout and better booklets including nice
lot of Prexie 1¢ & 2¢ combination booklets, and group of 3¢
Prexie panes with partial plate numbers, total face approximately 1,00.00, feel free to inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
3081 HH/H
U.S. Face Lot Plus. Nice lot of US face, mostly
20¢ and up values, in singles, blocks, strips, souvenir
sheets and sheetlets, with some better mint from the 1920's
up, total face approximately 800.00, please review, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3082 HH
U.S. Substantial Modern Face Lot. Still in new
issue packs with a total face of just over $680, VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3083 HH/H
U.S. Face Lot. Singles, blocks, booklets, partial
& full sheets, values up to $1.00, but most 3¢ to 10¢, plenty
of better items included, total face estimated 500.00, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S. Cover Collections
U.S. Face Value Lots
3077 HH/H
U.S. Face Lot Plus Bonus. Wonderful lot of
singles, blocks, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, mostly values 20¢ and up, total face $2,200.00, also includes a Bugs
Bunny imperf sheets and Legends of the West recalled
sheet, and two albums of FDC's, great opportunity to lighten
your postal costs and pick up some sale able material, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3078 HH/H
U.S. Face Value Plus Bonus Lot. Several
hundred stamps and postal cards in three Scott Specialty
albums and on pages, huge face with values up to $11.75,
includes singles, blocks, strips, sheets and souvenir
sheets, with Prexies, Famous Americans and Prominent
Americans complete, 3138, 3294, mint ducks
RW55-RW66, paid reply postal cards UY1-UY8 mint, and a
binder of souvenir cards, as sure a winner as possible, inspection is necessary, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3084 SH)
U.S. Universal Postal Union Overprints on
Postal Stationery (U294S). Grouping of 59 different entires with different dies, papers, sizes or knives; each
marked with TB numbers (Thorp-Bartels), numbers are
1158, 1193, 1195-6, 1199-1205, 1287, 1378--9,
1381-1404, 1407-8, 1410-18, 1495-1500, 1514-1517;
these numbers have not been verified but should help show
the range of entires in this collection, there are eleven 1¢,
thirty-eight 2¢, six 4¢, and four 5¢ entires; Very Scarce
Grouping, Very Fine. Scott $5,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3085 )
U.S. Postal Cards With Bronzed Reverse.
100+ cards, 1 UX5, 60+ UX7, 9 UX8, 40+ UX9, all with
bronzed reverse, some have new ad printed on reverse,
mixed condition, the bronzing affected the paper of the
cards, please inspect, huge retail value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Cover Collections
3086 )
U.S. Specialized Two Cent Bank Note Collection. Wonderful collection highlighting 2¢ #210, with 170+
covers and numerous stamps showing usages, double
transfers and shifts, in seven albums, the first has india
plate proof, cardboard plate proof and three trial color plate
proofs with Oct 1 1883 first day of new postage rate and
twelve covers showing various shifts and double transfers,
there is a book of 40 covers with 1884 letter written on birch
bark and a 1886 letter with pixies on the cover and
lettersheet, next album has Cole CR-21 fancy cancel on
cover, and several to better destinations including 1886 to
Haiti, 1884 to Turkey, 1885 to Syria and a strip of five on
cover to Costa Rica, an album of ad covers including an illustrated ad cover for bicycles, another albums of ad covers
with an early 1882 Goodyear Rubber cover and usage on
an insurance sleeve, and an albums of hotel covers, a few
illustrated and most with contents, the perfect lot for the
Bank Note specialist, should provide hours of entertainment, please take time to peruse and enjoy this intriguing
lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3087 )
U.S. 19th and 20th Century Cover Accumulation. Over 200 items, including a few stampless, few Locals, 1847 5c pen cancelled on Maryland cover, range of 3c
usages bearing Scott 10, 11's, 25(2), 65's, 114's(15), few
Patriotics with 1898 1c Trans pair on attractive Spanish-American War patriotic, some questionable such as 4c
Columbian bisect, some Territorials, some advertising, few
airmails, couple C.S.A. items, overwhelming majority domestic but a few foreign destinations noted, an interesting
group well worth inspection, some faults though much,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3088 )
U.S. Aerophilately Cover Stock. Small stock
of about 50 covers; the bulk is represented by about 30
Flight covers bearing C1-6; the rest includes a couple of Pioneers, a couple Catapults, some early Airplane picture
postcards, etc.; condition is a little mixed but generally
F.-V.F. Owner's marked retail prices total $4,000 with
prices as high as $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
3089 )
U.S. Used Civil War Patriotics Lot. Eight covers, includes purple "Strayed" (Bischel & W unlisted) repaired, "If the men of our country…" with female design
(Bischel unlisted, W-2317var), States Circle (Bischel-4427,
W-2474), and "Union" Loyal Arms of Pennsylvania
(Bischel-3351, W-1632), a few faults, please investigate,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3090 )
U.S. Meriden & West Meriden CT Postal History Lot. 75+ covers of the two towns, 1840-1890, 33 are
stampless with various stamps rates and auxiliary markings, franked includes ladies embossed cover with 11A, two
Blackjacks, and three with three with fancy "M" cancels, two
Skinner Eno LS-M 12 and a Skinner Eno L-M 15, great lot
for the specialist, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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3091 )
U.S. Union Related Covers. Grouping of 12
covers and two letters, includes 1863 York PA postmark on
cover with hand drawn address, 1848 Old Point Comfort Va
stampless plus Flag of Truce cover with faulty stamp and
postmark; two different stampless Sanitary Commission
covers, Boston Mass cover to New Bern NC with faulty
stamp; one each cover used from Nashville and Chattanooga Tenn; negative US fancy cancel of Augusta GA on
faulty 3¢ entire; 1865 letter from Camp Hooker, Lookout
Valley (Tenn) and an 1862 Patriotic Lettersheet from Camp
Suffolk Va; two Confederate covers with missing stamps
from Tye River and Chickamauga; final cover is without
postmark, but has a letter datelined "Camp Wigfall June 29
1861 and talks about camp life; condition varies, V.G.-Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3092 )
U.S. Kansas-Nebraska First Day grouping,
1929 (658//674). Fourteen covers; 1¢ Kansas - three, one
each from Jamestown, Harrisburg, and Independence
Kansas; 2¢ Kansas - one each from Leavenworth Kansas;
1¢ Nebraska - two, one each from Auburn and Grand Island
Nebraska; 2¢ Nebraska - 6, two each from Hartington and
Beatrice; one each from Hastings and McCook Nebraska;
5¢ Nebraska -two, one each from Beatice Nebraska and
Washington DC (Mauck Cachet); F.-V.F. Scott $852 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3093

U.S., Business Papers For The Gildersleeve
Company of Conn. 130+ items, includes receipts,
billheads and letterheads, 40 of them illustrated, also bills of
lading three with steamer illustrations, two to Steamer Silver Star, a 1862 doctor's bill, and a billhead from C.A. Pelton dealer in Winter Sperm, Lard and Whale Oil, the
Gildersleeve were prominent ship builders, the village of
Gildersleeve became Portland CT, where most of the
brownstone foe New York City came from, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

3094 )
U.S. Group Of Magnus Mint Civil War Patriotic Covers. Fresh clean group of mint Magnus patriotics,
includes six Yorktown VA with three bronze and one
multicolor, four Encampment of US Troops at Newport
News VA 1 with one bronze and one multicolor, five Encampment of US Troops at Newport News VA 2 with one
bronze and three multicolor, a bronze and a multicolor Between Fortress Monroe & Hampton VA 1, two Between Fortress Monroe & Hampton VA 2 with one bronze, three
Between Fortress Monroe & Hampton VA with Negros Colony including bronze and multicolor, bronze Gen Mansfield
and Fortress Monroe (all preceding unlisted in Bischel or
Walcott), multicolor Delaware for the Union and State of
Maine Vol, also a bronze front of Com Porter and map of
Gulf, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3095 )
U.S. Railroad and RPO Cancels on Cover,
1862-1948. 70+ covers, cards and fronts, nice range of railroad & RPO postmarks, most appear in the scarcity range
of I-III, a couple of better includes Eureka & Jasper RPO
and Sheffield & Jasper RPO, mixed condition with a few
partial strikes, research should turn up a few hidden gems,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3096 )
U.S. Family Papers & Collection, 1900-1950.
Eclectic would not do this lot justice, includes photos, picture postcards and covers, ephemera, tobacco and typewriter ribbons tins and stamps, many of the postcards are
real photo with many naval scenes, three are of execution
of rebels, philatelically the best is a stockbook with used
68(x2), 71, messy but worth the effort, mixed condition, plan
on spending some time with this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3097 )
U.S. Maybe 2,000 First Day Covers with
Some Event Covers. Including space with a Buzz Aldrin
signature and some better air mails. Well worth a quick
look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3098 )
U.S. Commemorative & First Day Cover Accumulation, 1930s-80s. Hundreds of covers, including illustrated advertising covers, first flight covers, WWII
patriotic covers, first day covers (some cachet craft from
1940s), APO & special events, we also noted a 1935 stock
certificate of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and a shoe box
with worldwide first day covers, condition is mostly Very
Fine, if you are just looking for a way to make a profit, hit the
nail right on the head and take a look.
Estimate $150 - 200
3099 )
U.S. Massive Cover and Picture Post Card
Accumulation. Composed mainly of just short of 2,000
FDC's with over 1,400 of those Silk Cachet, a few odd covers and a interesting group of several hundred PPC's, both
used and unused. Well worth a quick look.
Estimate $150 - 200
3100 )
U.S. Miscellaneous Cover and Card Lot. Appears to be about 1,000 items from the 1950's and 1960's.
Interesting group with a few surprises like a Federal government free frank charged postage due. Viewing invited.
Estimate $150 - 200

U.S. and Foreign Collections
3101 Hm
U.S. / United Nations, Useful Mixed Mint and
Used Collection. Housed mostly in various albums. You
will find clean mint UN collection and 1923 to 1943 mint US,
useful group of airs, nice selection of mint and used Porto
Rico on pages, a Scott National album of mostly mint, most
stuck down, with some better 19th century and early 20th
century commemoratives, group of about 40 3¢ and 4¢
sheets (again some sticking, binder of over 100 stuck down
1940's plate blocks and over 100 FDC's from same period
and complete set of individual FDC's of 1976 Flag set.
Mixed up accumulation with varying condition but remains
and interesting lot with value to be found.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3102 )
U.S. and Foreign, Dynamic Cover Collection,
1850-1990. Diverse and valuable cover selection with
many highlights, includes group of San Francisco Earthquake picture postcards, group of 1851-1861 3¢ covers,
large lot of Xmas seals tied to covers and cards, mint postal
card collection with items in duplication i.e. UX9(x14 cat
value 400.00), documents with revenues, first day covers,
ad covers includes allover illustrated A.W. Gray's Sons
Horse Power with illustrated billhead and return envelope,
group of mint and used Hawaii postal cards and envelopes,
and several foreign cover and postcards, this group will
need some work but the winning bidder is sure to be
rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
3103 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, Balance. Interesting balance, includes French documents from the 17th to the 18th
century, Canada mint NH C7 (x16), nice United States revenue group with R28c, R49b, R98a, R98c, R143, R148, envelope of Ethiopia, stock book of mint & used US with some
better BOB, box of covers with Great Britain #3 block of four
on cover, and a Richwood Dispatch stamp tied on cover to
Halifax Canada, some US plate proofs, Scott International
Junior album with Great Britain #1, and a stock book with
mint and used US with heavy duplication, please inspect,
you will be pleased, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3104 HH/Hm U.S. and Foreign, Last Minute Smorgasbord.
This came in as we were closing so we present it intact,
stockbook and four boxes with thousands and thousands of
United States, mint and used, a quick glance at a handful
revealed used 71, two 2¢ Nebraskas and 10¢ parcel post,
there are revenues, tax paids, BOB, high values and who
knows what else, from 1861 to 1990, also includes
stockbook of foreign, Schaubek's Europe & Asia album with
some better, and a fairly complete mint Ghana collection on
pages, bid early, bid often, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3105 )
U.S. and Foreign, Collection of Mixed Postal
History, 1920-1990. Several hundred covers, mostly US,
with first flights, naval covers, first days and postal stationery mint & used, many of these items could be lotted as individual lots for the internet, set aside some time to explore
this holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3106 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, Mostly Used Accumulation. Mounted in three albums, U.S. better (used unless
noted) noted include Scott 24, 63, 77, 78b, 89, 117 & 290,
plus group of 1940s first flight covers. The worldwide section includes International & Scott albums with singles &
part sets in the modest range, also couple of small red
boxes with United Nations & Papua-New Guinea stamps in
glassines, usual mixed condition but majority F-VF, worth
inspecting.
Estimate $200 - 300
3107 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, Mint and Used Collection.
Housed in four thick Harris albums; one containing U.S. collection with some better used stamps such as 1869 (Scott
113), 1893 (240), 1901 (294-99), 1914-15 (404), 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints (658-60, 662-64, 666-68, 670-73
& 675-79), and from 1932 to 1987 virtually complete and including many mint examples, other three albums with
worldwide sets, singles & part sets in the modest range,
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3108 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, Mint and Used Scramble.
Mounted in fourteen binders and two albums, we noted
U.S. used airmails (C1-6 & C18), United Nations mint collection mounted on White Ace album and virtually complete
in the 1951-85 period, plus several binders with worldwide
Disney stamps, also there are several worldwide circuit
books, U.S. first day covers & many unchecked envelopes
bulging with used stamps, usual mixed condition but most
F-VF, this lot is waiting for you to see your next profit
opportunity.
Estimate $200 - 300
3109 m
U.S. and Foreign, Massive on and Off Paper
Accumulation. Composed of about 167 pounds of on paper and off paper in 8 boxes, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
3110 )
U.S. and Foreign, Air Mail Covers Group.
Seven covers, includes five 1938-1974 US first flights and
first day, also includes 1932 London to Australia Xmas first
flight and 1963 Poland first flight, excellent lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3111 )
U.S. and Foreign, Picture Postcard Collection. Collection of a few hundred, mostly used, mostly US
and mostly pre-WW1, better includes Gold Mining in Australia, two Santa Claus, a USS New Hampshire, New Motorcar on Milwaukee R.R., 1935 Baseball Game Fallsburg NY,
RPPC Sleeping Boxes Pike NH, four RRPC of Hawaiian
Hula Girls, Railroad Station Owego NY, Railroad Station
East Hampston NY, Chinese with Long Finger Nails, two
leather and a 1917 RPPC Guarding the Roads, Entrance to
Camp Funston, mixed condition, but a holding with great
potential, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
3112 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, Miscellaneous Lot. In a
small box and sheet and sheet file, some foreign that needs
identification, full sheet of C26, part sheets of Overrun
Countries, plenty of postage, small but useful, take a look,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
3113 HH/Hm U.S. and Possessions Lot. Nice small lot with
United States, Guam and Hawaii, better includes mint
Guam 4, 6, 7, 8, used Hawaii 48, mint 34, mint US includes
26, used includes 68 with red cancel, 178 with outline star
cancel, nice mint Prexie coils, and much more, inspection is
a must, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3114 HH/H
U.S. and Possessions, Maps on Stamps,
1894-1940. Nice little group mounted in an album, better includes private die Wilmington Parlor Match RO182, North
American Telegraphs 10T1, 10T4 & 10T5, Hawaii UX9, and
Sanabria listed Puerto Rico S8-S15, S1, S2, S6 and set of
Clipperton Islands with lots more, intriguing and valuable
lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3115 Hm
Confederacy, Handsome Collection (1//14).
Delightful top quality Confederate States collection on
homemade pages; a beautiful selection of singles, pairs
and blocks including #1 x (3 used singles, #2 tied on small
piece, plus a choice unused pair with large margins, #4
used x (2), 5 used, 6-7 used pairs plus #6 unused block of 4;
a nice #8 pair along with a block of 4, #'s 11-12 in blocks and
pairs, along with a choice 11e - perforated variety, and #13
single, pair and block of 4; remarkably choice quality deserving of a serious bid. Scott $3,426 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3116 Hm
Confederacy, Impressive Collection (1/14).
Extremely attractive Confederate collection in Showguard
mounts on Scott National album pages, a wonderful and
scarce selection of these popular issues, including #1 x (3),
two used, one unused no gum, 3 used, 3 o.g., 4 used, 5 x (2)
used, 6 used and mint, 7 used, 8 unused, scarcer #9 the
T-E-N - one used, and one unused without gum, plenty of
11's and 12's a couple #13's and a choice 14; the condition
is much nicer than normally encountered and any dealer or
collector will find plenty of useful material in this lot; well
worth our conservative estimate of only $1,000 to $1,500 as
Confederate States are very hot right now. Scott $4,412
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3117 H
Confederacy, General Issue Blocks of Four
(6, 11, 12). Grouping of seven blocks of four; Scott 6 (top
margin block), Scott 11 (three blocks, each a different
shade), Scott 12 (three blocks, each a different shade), plus
5 reproductions from the altered 10¢ De La Rue plate each
in a different color; all mounted in a small presentation album sold by Harold Tutthill in the 1950's, F.-V.F. Scott $625
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

U.S. Possessions Collections
3118 HH/Hm U.S. Possessions, Small Collection. Small
group of mint & used stamps, Canal Zone, Cuba, Guam,
Hawaii, Philippines & Porto Rico, stamps range from VF to
vg, og to NH, a few small faults, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
3119 Hm
Canal Zone, the “Ultimate” Collection
(1/J29). Extraordinary high quality Canal Zone collection
neatly presented in Showguard mounts on Scott National
album pages; a really marvelous collection with impressive
duplication throughout - with as many as 3 of the same
stamps overlapping in each album space; highlights include a couple impressive examples of #1 x (2), 2 x (3), 3 x
(2), 4-8, 9-17 sets with many overprint varieties present,
many sets of 21-26, along with numerous sets of 27-30, and
38-41 sets; there are many handsome examples of 49-41,
and a wonderful group of better booklet panes; virtually
complete up to about 1978; also there's a spectacular selection of Airmail and Postage Due issues; one of the most
impressive unpicked collections we've had the pleasure to
offer at public auction; 5 certificates of authenticity accompany; the lucky buyer of this lot will surely find numerous
hidden GEMS throughout this wonderful holding (photo on
web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3120 Hm
Canal Zone and Cuba, Comprehensive Collection. Wonderfully arranged Canal Zone and Cuba on
homemade pages, meticulously assembled with an eye for
quality; includes a nice selection of 1905 overprints,
1906-07 issues, some decent 1909-10 issues, 1912-16 issues including some nice blocks, 1939 Anniversary issue,
along with an excellent selection of Airmail, Official, and
Postage Dues issues; an excellent assortment of better
stamps for any dealer, condition is generally Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3121 Hm
Danish West Indies, Desirable Collection
(1/J8). Extremely attractive collection of all the better issues neatly mounted on homemade pages; includes #'s
1-4, 5-13 including 7b diagonal half used on piece; 14-20,
21-29, and 31-36, 37-39, 40-42, and 43-50 complete, plus
51-58; there's also J1-2, J4, and J5-8; nice quality throughout with many Fine to Very Fine or better stamps to be
found. Scott $3,352 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3122 H
Guam, Extremely Handsome Collection
(1/M11). Choice collection neatly presented on homemade
pages, a select group including #'s 1-8, 10-12, a choice E1,
choice examples of M1 and M2, handsome examples of M3
and 4 each used on small piece, and M5-11; better quality
than usually found on these tough issues, choice Fine
stamps with many better. Scott $2,810 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3123 Hm)
Hawaii, Mint & Used Collection with Some
CSA & Canal Zone. Exciting Hawaii collection with many
interesting items, 200+ stamps and fifteen postal stationery
or covers, better mint includes 28, 32, 46, 48, 49, 62 block of
four, 63, 69, 72 (x2), 73 (x2), there are also numerous strips
and blocks, some with full or partial imprint, a few officials,
cut squares, a few revenues and a railroad stamp, then mint
UX1, UX2, UX5, UX8 (x2), UX9, 76 tied on cover to San
Francisco, 74 tied on cover to Honolulu (x2), 75 tied on
cover to Hawaii (x2), and 80 tied on cover to city, with a few
better cancels, there are also some CSA material and Canal Zone, mixed condition, but with many extras that will
make this lot very attractive, bid early, bid often, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3124 Hm
Hawaii, Comprehensive Collection.
In
mounts on album pages; starting with Scott #6 (no gum, two
small thins, 2011 PSE cert), then Scott #9 (used), 30 to 52
(used except 50 with favor cancel and 51 unused); 53 to 61,
62 and 64 (all used except 60 unused); 66, 67, 68 and 71
used; 65, 70, 72 and 73 unused; 74-82 used; O1, O2 and
O6 with favor cancels, O4 on piece with postal cancel; R2,
R3 and R4 used; R8 used pair and R11 used; a few unused
Specimens, the 6¢ and 18¢ Kahului RR stamps and finally
an unused UX 7; Stamps are nicely centered overall and includes a few shades; An excellent collection to build on;
Scott catalogue value is over $3.000.00, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3125 Hm
Hawaii, Mint and Used Collection (1/O6).
Nice Hawaii collection on homemade pages; includes nice
complete sets such as 30-36, 37-41, 42-49, 50-51 reprints,
52-53, 54-64, 65-73, 74-79, and O1-O6; mostly mint, with a
few used here and there, nicely centered group with plenty
of eye appeal. Scott $3,102 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3126 H
Hawaii, Miscellany. Small grouping of Hawaiian related items, includes 6 US sheets which are Hawaiian
oriented Scott 647 (sheet of 100); Scott 799, 1732,
2080C55, and C84 (sheets of 50); Scott 4415 (sheet of 20);
finally a small collection of 35 Hawaiian stamps and one
postal card cut square, mostly used and mostly different
thought there is some duplication; Intriguing lot (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3127 Hm
Hawaii, Revenues Group. Group of thirteen
revenues, some nice socked-on-the-nose cancels, few
small faults, F.-V.F. Scott $449 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3128 Hm
Puerto Rico, Comprehensive Collection. Remarkable and comprehensive collection neatly presented
on homemade pages, featuring an impressive array of
scarcer early issues, including the 1870-79 issues, a choice
group of 1880-81 issues, and impressive selection of
1882-84 issues; all the through the 1898 issues; plus a fine
selection of U.S. overprints of the 1899 issues; overall the
quality is much nicer than normally found on these tough
early issues, a worthwhile collection that deserves extra
time to view as there are many hidden GEMs throughout
this impressive lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3129 HH/H
United Nations New York, Geneva & Vienna
Collection. Extensive collection, mint & used, in five White
Ace albums, New York from 1951 to 2004 appears complete mint, with souvenir sheets, some inscription blocks,
postal stationery and a few used, Geneva is complete mint
1969 to 2004, and Vienna complete mint 1979 to 2004, a
unique opportunity to acquire the entire philatelic output of
the UN for those years, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3130 HH/H) United Nations, Comprehensive Collection.
Begins with a all mint, almost all never hinged, collection in
a Scott Specialty album to 2007 missing only a few stamps
to be complete and with better including Scott 38 (2 NH),
several hundred FDC's including 156 Silk Cachet, a packed
show box of NH sheets, blocks and booklets, useful group
of presentation folders and post cards and as a bonus a collection of world wide American Bicentennial issues in a album. Overall clean and VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3131 HH/H
Aden, Lovely All Mint Collection. In mounts
on album pages with most never hinged and a high degree
of completeness. Fresh and F-VF, examine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3132 HH/Hm Antigua, Impressive Mostly Mint Collection.
In mounts on Elbe pages, including mint 5-8, 11,17, 21-30,
31-38, 42-57, 58-64, 67-76, used 1, 9. fresh and mostly NH,
F-VF +, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3133 HH/H
Ascension, Delightful All Mint, Mostly NH
Collection Complete to 1970. The used being Scott 8, including better mint like 10-21, 23-32, 33-36, 40-49 and
62-74. Clean with bright colors and majority NH, F-VF,
viewing invited (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
3134 Hm
Australian States, Enormous Highly Specialized Collection. Predominately used, comprised of many
hundreds of items, neatly assembled on quadrille pages in
a Gibbons Sectional Imperial Album. This amazing collection was assembled decades ago by Gibbons numbers,
with pricing still in shillings. Included are extensive sections
of NSW, Queensland, South and Western Australia and
Victoria, with emphasis on shades, perforation, watermark
types and varieties(i.e. NSW 44b, 48c, 83a and 87a for example). In addition to regular issues, we find excellent
postal fiscals, dues, registration stamps and semi-postals
as well. As to be expected from collections of this vintage,
condition ranges from defective to VF, with the corresponding, aggregate catalog value quite enormous. A wonderful
overall study, which is imaged in its entirety on the web, well
worth a through inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3135 HH/Hm Australia, Valuable Specialized Almost All
Mint Collection to 1970. Nice range of mint material including 1-11, 38-42, 95a, 152-54, 166-79 plus extra 177-79
NH, 218-21, C3 Imprint strip of 3, C4 (3, shades), J64-70,
M1-7, as well as used 11, 43-44 plus early mint Antarctic
Territory. Overall very clean and fresh with majority of mint
NH, F-VF,examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3136 HH/Hm Bahamas, Impressive Mint and Used Collection to 1970. Mostly in mounts on Elbe album pages, with
strong mint, much of it NH, but with good used like 2, 2A,3,
4, 6, 7, 15, plus mint including 5, 8, 11-14, 14a, 17, 20, 26,
27-32, 37-43, 49-56, 58-62, 84 and 100-13.clean and fresh
with bright colors, F-VF +, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3137 HH/H
Barbados, Delightful Almost All Mint Collection to 1969. With many never hinged and main strength
from 1892, including 70-80, 81-89, 116-26, 127-39, 140-51
and 152-64, clean, fresh with a high percentage of never
hinged, F-VF plus, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3138 Hm
Bermuda, Wonderful Mint and Used Collection to 1969. Neatly arrayed, written up and mounted on
Elbe pages with excellent catalog value including used 10
and 12, mint 55-60, 67-69, 71-79, 118-28 with high value
shade varieties and 143-62. Clean and very fresh, F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3139 HH/H
British Offices in Africa, Outstanding All
Mint Collection. A splendid, clean and valuable, all mint
collection neatly assembled in mounts on Elbe pages,
loaded with premium items such as MEF complete, 1-J5,
BMA 1-13, 14-26, 27-33, EAF 1-21, Tripolitania 1-13,
14-26, 27-34, J1-5, excellent Offices in Morocco, including
34-45, 46-48, 49-57, 58-108, 201-08, 209-17, 235-43,
246-62 and French currency issues apparently complete.
Fresh and mostly Very Fine, with good NH throughout, well
worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3140 HH/Hm British Solomon Islands, Exceptional Collection to 1968. All mint except 41 used, nearly complete
in mounts on Elbe pages including 1-7, 8-18, 28-41, 43-56,
67-79, 101-05 with many NH. A lovely clean, fresh collection, overall VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
3141 Hm
Canada, Mint & Used Assortment. Housed in
a thick binder with duplication, starting with 1859 first cents
issue (14 x6, 15 x8, 17 x7, 18 x3 & 19), 1868-76 Queen Victoria (21 x2, 22, 24, 25 x2, 26, 27 x2, 28 x2, 29, 30 x2 & 30b),
followed by 1870-89 Queen Victoria (38 x4, 39 x4 & 40 x4),
plus 1888-97 (46-47 x3) and then by 1897-1902 Queen Victoria Maple Leaf & Numeral issues, also 1898 2¢ Map (86
x6), 1911-25 Admirals up to $1, and including some coil
stamps, large amount of sets & part sets issued in the XX
Century with back of the book section including airmails,
special delivery, registration stamps, postage dues and
some officials, catalogue value exceeding $12,000, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3142 Hm
Canada, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including collection mounted in old binder with some better used
stamps such as 1859 (15 x2 & 17), followed by large and
small Queens in the 1860s-80s period, and then by 20th
Century representation, including some airmails and special delivery stamps. We also noted a large amount of
stamps arranged by issue in stock pages useful for the
shade or cancel collector, plus several glassines with modern material, take a look, sleepers could be lurking, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3143 HH/H
Ceylon, Lovely Comprehensive Virtually All
Mint Collection, 1886-1964. In mounts on Elbe pages with
better like 166-77, 178-96, 278-89A and 319-28. Clean and
Fresh with strong colors, F-VF +, examine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3144 HH/Hm Dominica, Comprehensive Mint and Used
Collection to 1970. In mounts on Elbe pages including
many better mint like 24, 25-34, 35-49, 56-63, 65-82, 83-85
and virtually complete NH from there. Clean and F-VF +,
viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3145 Hm
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection,
1840-1961. In an old-time springback album, XIX Century
section starting with 1840 QV 1d black & 2d blue (1 x2 & 2
x2 with Maltese cross cancels), followed by 1841 QV 1d red
brown & 2d blue (3 x8, including. vertical pair & 4 x3 with
barred numeral cancels), 1847-48 QV (5 x3, including. pair
& 6, used), 1854 QV (7), and then by Queen Victoria perforated stamps issued in the 1854-84 period, including 1884
QV 2½d plate reconstruction (101 x74); XX century section with many extremely fresh mint sets, part sets & singles such as 1902-11 KEVII De La Rue printing on ordinary
& chalky papers (127-38, including. some shades), plus
1902-11 KEVII Somerset House & Harrison printings examples useful for comparison, 1912-13 KGV Issue, including distinctive shades (159-72), 1913 Seahorses by
Waterlow (173-74), 1924 KGV (187-200), 1934-36 KGV
(210-20), 1934 Seahorses re-engraved by Waterlow
(222-24), 1939-42 KGVI (249-51A), 1952-54 QEII
Waterlow printing (292-312, plus several booklet panes),
1955-59 QEII De La Rue printing (317-33, plus blocks of
four & paste-up pairs or strips with graphite lines on back),
1958-65 QV (353-69, singles & blocks of four, plus some
booklet panes), definitely a nice lot for the collector or
dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3146 Hm
Great Britain and Canada, 19th and 20th
Century Accumulation. Hundreds on stockpages in black
binder, o.g., unused and used, including Great Britain 1840
1d(5, one on cover), 2d(2), Mulready letter-sheet, range of
later line-engraved and surface printed, 1929 PUC low values on FDC to California, range of later issues, including
Back of Book, Offices Abroad, Morocco, Ireland 1922
Dollard seahorses, o.g., Canada with a few earlies, range of
later issues with mixed sets but with Scott 149-57, 177,
217-27, 241-245, 249-62, 268-73, o.g., few better Canadian Revenues, Saskatchewan Law stamps, some faults to
be expected in earlies, but, generally Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3147 HH/Hm Great Britain, Splendid Collection to 2005.
Neatly assembled and housed in four Scott Specialty albums. Begins with a somewhat sparse selection of used
Victoria though KGV issues with some better present, but
the real strength of this collection in the wonderful and exhaustive QEII section, which fill three volumes, and includes extensive gutter pairs, miniature sheets, some nice
BOB, with a huge amount of aggregate face value present.
Clean and attractive lot, F-VF or better, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3148 HH
Great Britain, Extraordinary Highly Specialized Machin Issues Collection. Comprised of many hundreds of mint stamps from the pre-decimal period nearly to
date, all completely categorized and fully annotated by gum
types, shades, perfs, phosphors, printing houses, coils,
booklets etc, by the Gibbons specialized numbers. An
amazing amount of study has gone into this remarkable collection, which includes regional issues and a small amount
of related material. Truly a studious labor of love and easily
one of the best collections of its kind we have seen, VF o.g.
NH, Specialists delight.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3149 HH
Great Britain, Massive Specialized QEII
Booklet Holding. Often very lightly duplicated and beautifully assembled and profusely annotated on clear face
stockcards, assembled by issue and housed in 5 uniform
wooden boxes. This amazing holding was most definitely a
labor of love study, with each booklet analyzed for any number of listed and unlisted varieties. Truly a specialists delight, Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3150 HH/H
Great Britain, Excellent and Diverse Specialized QEII Holding. Including hundreds of booklets, all dutifully sorted and annotated with a nice presentation, a small
glassine box filled with a specialized Machin stock, a lovely
and highly specialized circa 1952-1967 QEII definitive issue collection, which is quite fascinating, plus PO packs
and much, much more. A wonderful, unique-type lot worthy
of a trough inspection, Very Fine. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3151 )
Great Britain, British Army and Field Post Offices in World War I, 1914-18. Composed of 61 different
military post offices, except of 3 out of Egypt and one out of
Turkey, all are Western Front post offices shown on about
160 covers and cards with a number of better items including a double circle APO 3 on field service post card, a couple scarce type 1C round censor marks and early uses. A
F-VF group of mostly picture post cards ready and waiting
for expansion. Viewing strongly suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3152 H
Great Britain, Extensive Collection of Gerald
King Lundy Fantasies, 1980s. Many hundreds of stamps,
postal stationery and satirical postal history from the reigning master of fantasy stamp creation, incl. imperf., varieties,
multiples, an ideal collection for a Cinderella exhibit, must
see to appreciate, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3153 HH/H
Great Britain, Regional Issues, Specialized
Machine Collection and Stock. Nearly all mint, with
many, many hundreds of items present for Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. Includes duplicated singles,
blocks and strips, with everything fully annotated and
well-presented throughout. Many interesting specialist
items throughout, largely VF og NH, with a very substantial
aggregate face value as well, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3154 HH
Great Britain, Highly Specialized QEII Modern Mint Machin Head Collection. With emphasis on high
face value items, including manageable duplication, in addition to blocks, etc. Everything is carefully and meticulously annotated as respects printing house, phosphors,
bands, shades, perforations etc, with some later pictorials
included as well. Truly an amazing labor of love, excellent
specialist holding with a very high aggregate face value as
well, VF o.g. NH, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3155 Hm)
Great Britain, Useful Old Time Collection.
Assembled on album leaves, nearly all used, with coverage
mostly through KGV. The emphasis lies in cancellations,
plus some covers, many identified by town or type. While
there is not much mint to speak of, the obvious highlight is
mint blocks of 4 of Scott O67-68.Useful vintage mix, condition ranges, but generally Fine or better, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
3156 HH
Great Britain, Marvelous QEII DX Booklet
and Booklet Pane Specialized Collection. Neatly assembled and fully annotated in two binders, comprehensive
in scope, from Gibbons Specialized DX! through the year
2008. Additionally specialized information is included for
gum, pane positioning etc. Charming collection of these
splendid and popular items with a corresponding considerable amount of face value, routinely VF, specialists delight.
Estimate $600 - 800
3157 HH
Great Britain, Wonderful Comprehensive
Prestige Booklets Collection. Well annotated and duplicated, generally 2 of each, from the first "Stamps for Cooks"
booklet, through the royal Navy uniforms issue. In addition,
there is an additional, specialized section of panes etc.
Specialized annotation notes throughout, lovely lot, Very
Fine, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
3158 HH
Great Britain, Specialized MV Coils, Booklets etc. A wonderful and clean, well presented and annotated collection of hundreds of items housed in one large
volume. We note nice MV coils, miniature sheets, KGV and
VI booklet panes, specialized wilding QEII booklet panes,
extensive self-adhesives with booklets and much, much
more. Packed with interesting, well annotated specialist
items, Very Fine, inspection invited. Estimate $600 - 800
3159 HH/Hm Great Britain, Interesting Tail End of Consignment Lot. Filling a good size box, including an extensive range of perhaps a couple hundred booklets, a
substantial, annotated used Machin issue stock of thousands, a binder of self-adhesive sheets, PO packs, a
stockbook of modern issues (high face value) and lots
more. Worthwhile mix, inspection invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
3160 Hm
Great Britain, Interesting Used and Unused
Postal Stationery Collection. Of couple hundred entires
in 3 binders. Begins with a 1844 letter sheet used in 1846
then a couple Penny Post Jubilee items and on to nice usages like censors, registered, special cancels etc. A overall
clean collection with nice strikes and a good possibility for
expansion, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
3161 HHa
Great Britain, Nice "Smilers" Mint Sheet Collection. Neatly housed in binder. Includes a great variety of
the attractive "1st" and "2nd" class sheets, with a corresponding significant face value, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

3162 HH
Great Britain, Extensive Specialized Booklet
Collection. Comprised of hundreds, lightly duplicated,
mostly to about 2 of each, beginning with the £1.30 Penny
Black booklet and continuing through the £4.60 second
class mail Christmas booklet. Every item identified by Gibbons, with specialized notations as needed, VF, specialists
delight.
Estimate $400 - 600
3163 HH
Great Britain, Extensive Specialized 1st and
2nd Class Booklets. Comprised of hundreds of complete
QEII 1st and 2nd class booklets, all fully annotated by specialized varieties in individual glassines. Well organized to
facilitate easy viewing, an amazing study, Very Fine, specialists delight, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3164 HH/Hm Great Britain, Useful Mint or Used Collection. Housed in a Scott Specialty album plus pages. Includes a smattering of classics, nice range of George VI like
NH Silver Wedding, well over £150 in face as well as relatively strong BOB. Condition varies but overall F-VF, worth
a quick look.
Estimate $400 - 600
3165 HH/H
Great Britain, Excellent and Valuable Mint
Selection. Including several better KGVI definitive sets,
but with the vast majority of coverage and value in QEII, including 309-12 NH, substantial, duplicated Machin definitive sets to the £1 or £5 value, later £5 definitive coils and
booklet panes, etc. Clean and neatly presented, examine,
generally Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
3166 Hm)
Great Britain, King's Cup Race & Royal Air
Force Museum Commemorative Covers, 1969-75. Collection of approximately 450 flown covers with colorful cachets and housed in eleven Hagner albums, mostly franked
with British stamps and produced voluntarily by former
members of the Royal Air Force, including many autographed by pilots. We also noted as a bonus a Lindner album with modern Great Britain stamps, two stockbooks and
loose album pages with Germany Federal Republic, United
Nations & diverse worldwide material, condition is Very
Fine, excellent opportunity for collector or dealer. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3167 HH
Great Britain, Specialist's Machin Issues
Working Stock. In two volumes, all mint, comprised of
many hundreds if not more, all manageably duplicated and
copiously annotated as respects printings (ie. TR3, RMS
etc), lithos, phosphors, banded issues, gum types etc.
Wonderful specialist group, VF o.g. NH, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3168 HH
Great Britain, Substantial Collection of QEII
Stitched Binding Booklets. Clean and nicely presented,
occasionally lightly duplicated and well annotated specialist's selection of approximately 265 complete booklets, selected and categorized by stitched binding. Much specialist
information noted, nice lot, Very Fine.Estimate $200 - 300
3169 HH/Hm Hong Kong, Valuable All Mint Collection,
1935-1962. Except for two used items, including 124 block
of 4 used on piece, all mint, mostly NH including better like
147-50, 166-66A, 178-79, 186-98 and 203-17. fresh and
F-VF plus, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3170 Hm
India, Outstanding Specialized First Issue
Collection. Mostly used, beautifully centered and extremely well annotated by Gibbons numbers, arranged by
shades, die types etc, with further annotation as respects
retouches, marginal markings, multiples, etc. A breakdown
shows (used unless noted) Gibbons 2 (5), 3 (13 including a
pair), 4 an XF marginal mint copy, plus 5 used examples, 5
six indigo shade types, 6 (3), 7, 8 (3), 8a (2), 10, then onto
the 1a study, which includes 11 (3), 12 (2), 13 (3),14 (3) and
15. We also note 4a number 24, plus scarce cut-to-shape
examples of 18, 21b (2), wonderful coverage of the 2a
green, including a choice mint copy, used pair, a Rare single with full lines, etc. An exceptional specialist lot of the fascinating first issues; be sure to note full scans on the web
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3171 H
India, Magnificent Comprehensive Collection, 1946-1990. A splendid, clean, all mint, never hinged
collection keenly assembled in a pristine Palo hingeless album. Less only the 1948 Gandhi issue (Scott 203-06), the
collection is complete for the period. Beautiful, keep sake
collection of this popular country and period, routinely Very
Fine, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3172 HH/H
India, Splendid All Mint Collection,
1935-1962. Of maybe 300 mounted on Elbe pages, with a
high degree of completeness with most NH including better
like 150-67, 203-06, 207-22 and 254-71. Clean and fresh,
overall VF, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3173 Hm
India and States, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. A few hundred on stockpages in black Lighthouse binder, o.g., unused and used, including India with
1854 4a cut to shape, later issues with values to 10r, Back
of Book, Convention States, Feudatory States, a representative gamut with better Bhopal, Cochin, Hyderabad and
Travancore, some faults to be expected but generally,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3174 Hm)
Indian Native States, Collection. Several
hundreds of mint & used stamps, plus a little postal history.
A quick inspection revealed a showing from Alwar, Bamra,
Bhopal, Bhor, Bundi, Bussahir, Chamba, Charkhari,
Cochin. The Convention States are also represented from
Queen Victoria onwards, unchecked in detail, viewing invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3175 HH/H
Ireland, Magnificent, Comprehensive Mint
Collection to 1970. Beautifully assembled in mounts on
White Ace pages in one volume. All the premium items are
here friends, including 1-8, 9-11A, 12-14, 15-18, 19-22,
23-35, 36-38 (Rare set!), 39-43, 44-55 (X2, shades), 56-58,
65-76 (X2, shades), 77-79, 93-95, 96-98, 106-17 and complete from there with excellent coils, etc. Fresh and F-VF, a
wonderful, keep sake collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3177 HH/Hm Montserrat, Magnificent Comprehensive Almost All Mint Collection to 1967. In mounts on Elbe
pages with excellent runs of complete mint sets like 12-21,
22-31, 31A-41, 42, 43-53, 54-74, 75-84 and complete mint
from there. A lovely clean collection with bright colors, Very
Fine, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3178 HH/Hm New Zealand, Comprehensive and Valuable
Mint and Used Collection. Mounted on Elbe pages, beginning with strong group of used Victoria issues including
5, 7-10 (2p blue a pair), and followed with many better mint
like 32-33, 119-20, 122-25, 130-39, 288-301, B3-4, nice
holding of semi-postal miniature sheets (1957-1972),
J1-11, J15, O27-28 and OY12. Lovely clean collection of
hundreds, F-VF overall, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3179 Hm
New Zealand, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Of few hundreds on stockpages in black binder,
og., unused and used, including 2d Reprint proof single and
block of four, range of imperf. and perf. Chalons with values
to 1s(4), sideface issues, Advertisements, later issues to
around 1968 with more modern in glassine, also few Trinidad, Trinidad and Tobago, some faults to be expected generally in earlier issues, but generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3180 Hm
Palestine, Postage Dues, 1923, 1st Issue,
Small Collection. About 100 stamps of all values including. blocks, mint and used, nail heads, etc., high catalog
value, inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3181 Hm
Palestine, Postage Dues, 1928-45, 3rd Issue,
Collection. Several hundred stamps, multiples, including.
broken sheet of the 2 m, mint, used, cancels, etc., inspect,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3182 HHHm St. Vincent, Lovely Well Filled Collection,
1883-1967. Mounted on Elbe pages with only a few used
stamps, including 46, then nice runs of mint including 70,
79, 104-16 and 131. Clean, fresh collection, F-VF,viewing
invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
3183 Hm
Sudan, Officials Assortment, 1913-48. Nice
group on stock book and album pages, former with "SG"
punctured examples, including shades and some plate
flaws, we also noted 1946 20p (O24 pair) & 1948 (O28-43,
including. 15m used), overall Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3184 HH/H
Virgin Islands, Comprehensive Mint Collection to the Late 1960's. Keenly assembled in mounts on
Elbe pages, with only 2 used items noted. Highlights include
1-2, 3-4, 5 (used), 7, 8, 9, 10-11, 12-15, 16-17, 18, 20
(used), 21-28, 29-37, 38-46, 53-66, 76-87, 102-13 etc.
Fresh and mostly Very fine o.g., with some NH noted, a
beautiful lot, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

3176 HH/Hm Leeward Islands, Outstanding Mint and
Used Collection. Mounted on Elbe pages with a high degree of completeness and including better mint sets like
29-40, 58-60 and 103-15. Bold rich colors throughout,
F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3185 Hm
British Africa, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock. In
two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including
Bechuanaland, Botswana, Gambia, Kenya - Uganda Tanganyika, Mauritius, followed by Natal, Nigeria, Orange
River Colony, Rhodesia, St. Helena, Sierra Leone, and
then by South Africa, South West Africa, Seychelles, Sudan, Transvaal & Zululand sections, mostly Very Fine.
Scott $20,000 or so.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3186 HH/H
British Africa, Impressive All Mint, Majority
NH, Collection, 1935-1960's. In mounts on Elbe pages in
two spring back albums composed of Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, British Indian Ocean Territory, Gambia,
Gold Coast, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Mauritius, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
St. Helena, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somaliland, Tristan
da Cunha, Specialized mint and used South Africa including 1926 booklet panes, South West Africa, Sudan, Swaziland and Zanzibar. Lovely, clean and virtually complete for
the period covered, F-VF +, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3187 Hm
British Africa, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Of few hundred on stockpages in blue binder,
o.g., unused and used, including Cape of Good Hope with
over 30 triangulars, mostly correctly identified with 4d.
Woodblock, Gambia with a few Cameo heads, Natal. Orange Free State with O.V.S. Commando Brief, South Africa, Transvaal, also few Nyassa, some faults to be
expected, but generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3188 Hm
British America, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock.
In two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British
Guiana, and followed by British Honduras, Canada,
Cayman Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands & Dependencies, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad-Tobago & Turks-Caicos Islands sections, mostly Very
Fine. Scott $30,000 approximately.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3189 HH/Hm British America, Lovely Comprehensive
Mint, Majority NH, Collection. Mostly in mounts housed
in two spring back binders composed of British Antarctic
Territory, British Honduras, British Guiana, Falkland Islands, Grenada, Jamaica, St Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia,
Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands. Attractive
mostly mint and the majority of that NH, F-VF, examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3190 Hm
British Asia, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock. In
two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including
a large section of India, plus Convention & Feudatory
States, followed by Bahrain, Brunei, Ceylon, Hong Kong &
Iran, and then by Labuan, Malaya & States, Palestine, Strait
Settlements & Yemen sections, condition is mostly Very
Fine. Scott $20,000 approximately.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3191 HH/H
British Asia, Nice Mint, Mostly NH Collection. Mounted on album pages composed of North Borneo,
Sarawak, Straits Settlements, Malaya and States and Singapore. A clean collection with majority NH, F-VF +, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3192 Hm
British Commonwealth, Dealer's Stock,
1840-1940. Small stock in seven 3-ring binders; mostly
high catalog value 19th century singles from a fairly wide
range of countries, including two binders of Great Britain.
While there are a reasonable number of F-VF mid-range
sets and singles, the overwhelming majority is off-quality,
though the problems are not always obvious. Huge SG catalog value, but inspection is highly recommended.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3193 Hm
British Commonwealth, Gainful Assortment. A hodge-podge style lot with many mint & used
stamps, housed in Stanley Gibbons album for issues of the
reign of KGVI, eight stockbooks & dealer's presentation
cards with majority of sets & singles up to $20, and several
higher (mint unless noted) such as St. Helena 1935
(111-14), British Guiana 1889-1903 (146 used), Falkland
Islands 1935 (77-80) & 1955-57 (122-27), Gibraltar
1886-98 (16). We also noted a fair amount of Aitutaki Cook,
Niue & Tokelau islands new issues, condition slightly mixed
but generally F-VF, an interesting holding for the intrepid
internet seller.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3194 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used
Dealer's Stock. In red box, alphabetically sorted, and including Aitutaki, Aden, Anguilla, Ascension, Bahrain,
Barbuda, Basutoland, Batum, British Central Africa, British
East Africa, British Virgin Islands, Burma, Cameroon, Cape
of Good Hope, East Africa & Uganda, Egypt, followed by
Fiji, Gold Coast, Grenada, Guernsey, Ionian Islands,
Lagos, Leeward Islands, Madagascar, Mauritius,
Montserrat, Nauru, Niger Coast, Nyasaland, Penrhyn Island, St. Christopher, Seychelles, Somaliland, Southern
Rhodesia, Tobago & some others, mostly Very Fine. Scott
$9,000 or so.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3195 H
British Commonwealth, Powerful Stock. An
extensive generally very clean 98% mint stock selection
with minimal duplication, neatly assembled by country in 12
stockbooks. we note strong GB proper with runs of 1960's
issues blocks of 4, plus extensive QEII booklet panes, Swaziland 10-19, South Georgia 1-16, 17-30, lovely Australia
with loads of gutter pairs, 377-78 (2), 379, 508 part sheet of
25 and block of 7, J14, J15 and J17, M7 (2), good Fiji, Gibraltar, Gilbert and Ellice, Hong Kong with 66 and premium
omnibus and New Years issues, lots of popular period India, Malta, Rhodesia, Mauritius, British Antarctic Territory
24, good Canada, Cyprus, Singapore 62-69, 101-06,
107-11, nice Niue, Bermuda, good omnibus issues and
much, much more. Definitely not your typical stockbook selection, mostly Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3196 Hm
British Commonwealth, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Many hundreds on stock pages in
black binder, o.g., unused and used, including Australian
States with New South Wales Sydney Views(3), Victoria,
Western Australia with 1854 1d, Australia with kangaroos to
5s, Barbados with Britannias, Ceylon range of Pence types,
Jamaica, Mauritius with a worn impression Lapirot 2d,
thinned, range of Britannias with values to 1s(3), North Borneo, St. Helena, St. Vincent, few covers and postal stationery items, some reference, worth careful inspection, a few
faults to be expected, but generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3197 HH/H
British Commonwealth, EFO's With Elvis,
Marilyn and the Queen. Intriguing lot of imperfs, inverted
centers, color errors and reversed images, much of the material is from Saint Vincent, Nevis, Montserrat and Maldive
Islands, huge retail value, perfect lot for the internet dealer,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3198 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection. In eight Scott albums, including Great Britain XX Century issues in the modest range, India 1855-1980
collection, incl. several early issues, we also noted five albums with "A" to "Z" countries, and containing sets, part
sets & singles, recommended for dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3199 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Delightful Mint
Country Grouping. Composed of Brunei Scott 79/99, nice
Burma including first issue through 5r, 18A-33, Cameroons
complete NH, strong Cayman Islands including 3-7, 32-44,
50-63, 85-96, 135-49 and 153-67. Fresh mostly never
hinged, VF, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3200 Hm
British Commonwealth, Interesting Collection. Of couple thousand running to the early 1960's
housed in a single album. There are nice groups of Bahamas, Bermuda, Canada, Cyprus, Gold Coast, Ghana, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Montserrat,
Nigeria, Pakistan, St. Kitts and Nevis, Sierra Leone, Rhodesia and Swaziland. Except for a small percentage in
mounts, mostly high values, stamps are adhered to pages
with adhesive tape which appears to come off easily and
leaving stains that can be removed, F-VF, viewing a must.
Estimate $350 - 500
3201 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Collection. Including two albums with complete set of sixty official covers issued by the British War Office
commemorating three hundred years of the British Army
1645-1945, Guernsey collection in binder with sets issued
in the 1970s to 1990s period. We also noted 1972 Royal Silver Wedding & 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee omnibus issues in
White Ace albums, plus some Australian Antarctic Territory
& Tokelau Islands sets, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

3203 H
British Commonwealth, Collection Balances. Few thousand stamps, mostly Australasia and
Canada, including Australia in two Scott Specialty albums,
1940-94, few AAT, Christmas Is., Cocos Is., Norfolk Is., Papua New Guinea, much nh, Commemoratives, few Miniature sheets, Canada on Scott pages, also few sheets with
later Special Deliveries, generally Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3204 Hm
British Europe, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock.
In three red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including a large section of Great Britain and offices abroad,
followed by Channel Islands, and then by Cyprus, Gibraltar,
Ireland & Malta sections, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Scott $50,000 plus.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3205 HH/H
British Europe, Lovely All Mint, Majority NH
Collection 1935 to mid 1960's. In mounts on Elbe pages
composed of nice runs of complete sets of Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ionian Islands 1-3 and Malta. A clean fresh appearing
collection of popular issues, F-VF +, viewing invited (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3206 HH/H
British Middle East, Splendid All Mint Collection. Keenly assembled in mounts on Elbe pages, offering
a wide range of premium items such as Bahrain 1-14,
38-51, 52-61A, 68-80, Kuwait 45-57, 59-71, 72-81A,
82-101, Oman from 1-15 on, extensive Qatar etc. Lovely lot
of popular issues, fresh and Very fine og, with good NH, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3207 HH
British Omnibus Issues, 1977-1978. Housed
in seven albums, including 1977 Royal Visit, 1977 Silver Jubilee & 1978 Coronation Anniversary issues, condition Very
Fine, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
3208 HH/H
British Pacific, Lovely Mint Collection. Comprised of Aitutaki, Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Nauru,
New Guinea, New Hebrides, Niue, Norfolk Islands, Papua,
Pitcairn Islands, Ross Dependency, Samoa, Western Samoa and Tonga. Clean, fresh with most never hinged,
F-VF, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3209 HH/Hm British Pacific, Mostly Mint Collection. Of
many hundreds in a Scott Specialty album, composed of
useful runs of Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue and Penrhyn Island to 1984 loaded with many never hinged complete modern sets as well as useful range of earlier issues, F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
3210 HH/H
British Pacific, Useful Mint Collection to
1970. Composed mainly of Cook Islands with small selection of Christmas and Cocos Islands mounted neatly on album pages including better mint Cook Islands like 9-14,
15-24, 26 and 30-38, plus a high degree of completeness
with most NH. Clean and fresh, overall VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400

3202 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mid-Range Mint and
Used Stock. Filling two red boxes, with identified and
priced GK102 cards almost all with retail value to $5.00. A
nice clean and useful group, F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3211 H
Austria, Collection of Master Engraver
Ferdinand Schirnbock, 1908-11. An extensive collection
of the Cinderellas engraved by Schirnbock, generally considered the finest engraver of the first half of the 20th century. Includes proofs and photo essays from his personal
collection and extensive holdings of the various Cinderellas
he produced in conjunction with Wiener Werkstaat artists
Josef Urban and Koloman Moser. Also some material on
the stamps he engraved as well as associated ephemera
such as postcards. Many items are used on cover. Articles
on his work are included. A rare opportunity for the advanced collector of either Austria or the history of stamp
printing, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3212 Hm)
Austria,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1990s. Nearly 4,400 stamps in two thick three-ring
binders with some duplication, starting with a nice section of
XIX Century used issues, followed by sets, part sets, postcards & covers, latter incl. one from displaced persons
camp in Feistritz, also blocks of four and plenty of modern
issues. We also noted nice semipostals, plus some better
airmails such as 1950-53 (C54 & C56-60 used) and postage dues, finally there are fieldpost, newspaper & offices
abroad examples, condition is a little bit mixed on some
earlies but overall is F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3213 Hm
Austria, Accumulation, 1850s-2000s. Mint &
used in stockbook, stock pages, loose album pages & some
glassines, starting with some mostly used XIX Century
stamps, majority of the XX Century sets & singles in the
modest range with some better such as 1937 Railways
(Scott 385-87 singles & blocks of four never hinged). We
also noted a collection mounted in Lindner pages with
never hinged stamps issued in the1963-2003 period, plus a
shoebox literally filled with 1970s-90s first day covers, condition slightly mixed on some early issues, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3214 Hm
Austria, Dealer's Stock, 1860s-2000. Mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in two red boxes, majority of sets &
singles in the modest range with some higher such as
1908-16 Franz Josef 10k (Scott 127 used). We also noted a
fair number of XIX Century stamps with legible cancels,
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3215 H
Austria, Collection, 1945-79. On Lighthouse
pages, some earlier o.g., later mostly o.g., n.h., sets including Scott 405-423, 500-515, few Miniature sheets,
Semi-Postals, worth expansion, generally Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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3216 H
Belgium, Mint Collection, 1893-1986. In two
Scott albums with many useful and desirable sets & souvenir sheets such as 1952 (435-45), 1929 (B93-98), 1934
(B156-62), 1936 (B178-79, souvenir sheets), 1937 (B199,
souvenir sheet), 1948 (B458a, souvenir sheet), 1951
(B498-502), 1952 (B513a, souvenir sheet), 1954 (B561-66)
& 1958 (B605a, NH), also some airmails, special delivery,
postage dues & parcel post stamps, plus Belgian Congo examples, a nice clean collection to build upon, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3217 Hm
Belgium, Massive Mixed Mint and Used Collection. Of couple thousand housed in 2 homemade albums with many better including, used unless noted, Scott
3, 8, 9, 12, 17, 22, 108-22, a nice group of 1970's booklets,
plus a nice range of mint semi-postal sets and souvenir
sheets. Appears clean and overall F-VF, viewing invited
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3218 Hm
Belgium,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1940s. Sets, part sets & singles mounted in
Schaubek album, stock book and loose album pages with
duplication, we noted some early classics and some better
sets such as 1925 (172-84), plus postage dues & railway
stamps representation, condition is F-VF, recommended
for collector.
Estimate $200 - 300
3219 m
Brazil, Airmail Semi-Official Collection,
1927-34 (1CL1//3CLF5). 58 used stamps, incl. Condor
Syndicate 1927 First Airmail set (1CL1-7), 1930 Surcharges 50r on 700r to 750r on 1,300r (1CL10-13),
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin 1930 Surcharges 5,000r on 20,000r,
10,000r on 20,000r & 5000r on 1,300r (4CL4-6), Varig 1927
Surcharges & Overprints 700r on 1,300r to 1,300r
(3CL1-3), 1931-34 Special Delivery Surcharges (3CLE1-5)
& 1931-34 Registration Surcharges (3CLF1-5), F.-V.F.
Scott $2,355 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3220 Hm
Bulgaria, Mint & Used Collection, 1879-1999.
In three binders containing approximately 3,300 stamps,
and starting with XIX Century representation, followed by
sets, part sets and some covers. We also noted airmails,
postage dues, special delivery & parcel post stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3221 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Used Collection,
1918-90. Mounted in Minkus album, two Scott albums &
some loose album pages, starting with 1918 Hradcany issues, followed by 1919 semi-postals, well-filled in the
1945-79 period, and including many sets with some duplication, plus some mint souvenir sheets & sheetlets. Condition is F-VF. Recommended as basis for further expansion.
Estimate $500 - 750
3222 HH/Hm Finland, Small But Useful Mint and Used Selection To Mid 1970's. Couple hundred arranged in a
stock book with good never hinged value in the form of
many complete sets. Very clean and fresh, F-VF +, viewing
invited.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3223 HH/Hm France, Wonderful and Clean Collection to
the 1960's. A splendid, generally very nice quality collection of thousands with the vast majority mint, neatly assembled in a Scott album. Most of the classics are used, with
notable exceptions like 13-15, 18 and 20, each fresh without gum, then onto exhaustive mint such as 108, 226 (nice
copy), 241,296-97, 299, 300a, 311-12, 313-14, 315-20, 329
(nice example), then lengthy runs of regular issues, great
semi-postals such as B1-2, B11, B12-19, B20-23, B27,
B31-33, B34, B38, B39-41, B42-43, B48-53, B66-67 mint
and on card, C16-17, strong booklets and much, much
more. Fresh and generally F-VF or better, with loads of NH
throughout, a lovely lot, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3224 HH/Hm France, Large Mint and Used Collection to
2007. Filling two Scott Specialty albums. Begins with a nice
group of mostly used classics with some better mint like
119, 132, 197, 226b, 254A, B7, and then well filled and mint
from 1933 including 296-97, 329, 348, B157a, B285-90,
then continues with good face. Overall clean and fresh,
F-VF, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3225 Hm
France,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1990s. Mounted in four Lighthouse hingeless albums with some duplication, starting with XIX Century representation, followed by many desirable sets & part sets
issued in the XX Century, including many never hinged in
the 1950s-70s period, condition appears to run F-VF
throughout, excellent as a basis for future expansion, an attractive lot, worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3229 H
France, Mint Collection, 1900-1978. In Scott
specialty album, starting with early XX Century representation, and then by many fresh sets & singles up to $25 such
as 1924-25 (220-25) & 1938-42 (353-69), also semipostals,
airmails & officials, plus some sets & singles in dealer's
pages, incl. B48-53 & B86-89A, definitely worth bidding our
conservative estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3230 m
France, Emperor Napoleon 20c grouping,
1854-60 (15-16). Mounted on several pages and depicting
distinctive shades, including two singles, strip of three &
cover franked with pair (Scott 16, Die II), plus several strips,
pairs, singles & four covers with single frankings (Scott 15,
Die I), condiiton F-VF, recommended for specialist. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3231 H
France, Strong Used Collection Running To
About 1944. Composed of a couple hundred arranged in a
stock book including 29-36, 95a unused, 64-76 less 65 and
French Colonies 1-6, overall sound and F-VF, with a nice
range of commemoratives, viewing invited (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3232 Hm
France, Well Presented Virtually All Used
Collection To 2000. Of many hundreds neatly arranged in
3 albums with exceptional coverage from 1934 and nice
group of classics. Lots of catalog value to be found and
loaded with clean complete sets and F-VF + this is a lot that
deserves its far share of viewing so do not pass on this one.
Estimate $250 - 350

3226 Hm
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1960-95. In
six Safe or Lighthouse albums, including many never
hinged sets, and highly complete for the period, condition
Very Fine, a nice offer from a popular collecting area, so be
sure to check.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3233 Hm
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-68. In
Fil-I-Safe album with many never hinged stamps from 1944
onwards, starting with regular issues, plus many semipostal
sets & part sets scattered through, and some airmails, condition is mostly Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3227 Hm
France, Useful Mint & Used Accumulation.
Including France mint & used collection on album pages,
that includes a large amount of corner blocks of four issued
in the 1969-73 period, we also noted a couple of stock
books with many 19th Century used stamps useful for the
shade or cancel collector, also 5 Pesos with "F" Scadta
overprint in mint condition and 1959-68 Mali examples,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3234 Hm
France,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1850s-1940s. In binder, starting with used representation
of the early issues, followed by Peace & Commerce type I &
II examples, and mostly mint from 1926 onwards, also
semipostals issued in the 1940-48 period, plus some airmails, postage dues & parcel post stamps, condition is
F-VF, great base for further expansion. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3228 Hm
France,
Extensive
Dealer
Stock,
1880s-1990s. In eleven stock books bulging with thousands of mostly used stamps, comprising regulars, air
mails, semi-postals, pre-canceled, postal tax & parcel post,
we also noticed a valuable section of 1944 liberation issues
(singles & blocks), large group of training stamps for new
postal employees, and without denominations, excellent lot
for cancels or varieties. usual mixed condition though better
than usually seen, F.-V.F. Well worth a close look.
Estimate $400 - 600

3235 Hm
France & Colonies, Massive Collection.
Composed of thousands of mint and used, which sadly had
some storage problems, housed in two collections. The first
collection runs to the mid 1940's and is mounted in 4 Scott
Specialty albums and is clean but with some sticking problems although most appear to pop off with little trouble. The
second collection is on Scott pages and mostly in mounts
with a high degree of staining although a great deal of clean
usable mint sets remain. This is definitely a lot that must be
viewed so be sure to set aside time to take a look at this one
for there is plenty of value to be found here.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3236 Hm
France & Colonies, Mint & Used Dealer
Stock. Including many better (mint unless noted) such as
France (116-17 gutter pairs) (315-20) (347) (397-414)
(B75-83) (B86-89A) (C22 x4) & (C24-26), Alaouites
(C5-8vars, Sanabria 7b-10b, "Avion" at right, only 100 sets
issued) & (Sanabria 21, overprint on 75¢ Syria stamp),
Diego Suarez (19-20), French Morocco (22, used),
French Offices in Turkey (1 & 6-7, used), Madagascar
(75 & 77), Somali Coast (17, used), Syria (9 x2), catalogue
value approaching $2,000, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3237 Hm
France & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection.
In album, beginning with 1849-50 (1, 3 & 6 used), 1852 (11
used), 1853-60 (12-13 & 19-20 used), 1862-71 (22-23
used), 1863-70 (29-36 used), followed by Peace & Commerce issued in the 1870s-90s period, and then by 1900-29
(109//132 used), also offices abroad in China, Turkey &
Egypt, plus French Congo, French Equatorial Africa,
French Guiana, French Guinea, French India, French Morocco & French Oceania representations, condition is a little
bit mixed on some earlies but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3238 Hm
French Colonies & Monaco, Mostly Mint Collection. Mounted in a Scott specialty album, including
French Offices in China (Canton) 1919 (77-81, used),
plus many part sets & singles from different offices in China,
and in the modest range. Also Alaouites 1925 (14-15),
French India 1915-16 (B1-5), plus French Andorra, Cilicia
Indo China & Lebanon representations, followed by Germany Occupation stamps issued under French Occupation
for Baden, Rheinland-Pfalz, Saar & Wurttemberg in
1947-48. Monaco section with regular, semipostals & airmails in the modest range, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3239 Hm
French Colonies: Cilicia, Magnificent Specialized Collection. Keenly assembled on Scott Specialty
pages with quadrille pages interspersed to accommodate
the myriad of varieties. Coverage is often parallel mint and
used, and in addition to the rarities such as Scott 41A, 59A
and 65A, dozens of varieties are noted, such as inverted
and double overprints, pairs, one without overprint and
scores more. Be sure to see the web for the flavor of this exceptional lot, F-VF, specialists delight (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3240 Hm
German Area, Mammoth Dealer Stock. Thousands upon thousands of mint, never hinged & used
stamps, housed in hundreds of glassines bulging with sets,
singles & part sets. Value concentrated in the German Empire 1920-40s period including Inflation & Third Reich issues. We also noted a fair number of Federal Republic &
Berlin issues, and Bavaria, Saar, World War II Occupations & Wurttemberg useful representations. Here is an opportunity that the internet or bourse dealer should make
certain not to miss! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3241 Hm)
German Area, Strong Collection. With good
Northern District including used 2, 4, 16-20, 21, mint 5,
North Confederation used 25, 26, Empire used 1-9, 11, 28,
76, B92, C35, C37, C38, C43-C44, 9NB4-5, 9NB6-9NB11,
offices in China 1-6, 37-46, mint 10, 11, B33, B91, B103,
B104, B105, B106, C37, C39, C40-C42, C45, 5NB4a, with
excellent officials, occupations, offices in Morocco and Turkey, DDR includes used 58-67, mint 82-84, 144a, 146a,
B21, B35, and appears fairly complete, an exceptional
value, we strongly advise inspection, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3242 HH
German Area, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1950s-90s. Sets & souvenir sheets mounted in eight
stockbooks & binder, including hundreds of sets with duplication, and in the modest range, we also noted a group of
booklets issued in the 1980-88 period, condition is Very
Fine. Face value of approximately 8,500 Deutsche Marks.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3243 HH/Hm German Area, Comprehensive and Extensive Collection. Several thousand stamps and souvenir
sheets mounted in eight Scott or Lindner albums, begins
with good selection of North German Confederation material, then German Republic with mint #1, then used to 1945
including B23-B27, B28-B32, C35, C36, mint C41-C42,
C45, used C46-C56, used officials and local officials, occupations, then offices in China, Morocco and Turkey, second
volume starts with good states, then colonies with
Cameroun, Carolina Islands with two 9a tied on piece, East
Africa with used 6-9, New Guinea with mint 23, South West
Africa, Kiauchau with mint 41 & 42, Mariana Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Togo, excellent Danzig with B21a
used, Memel, Saar, then various countries under German
occupation, third album is Federal Republic, fourth and fifth
is DDR, sixth is German Republic, with last two albums
Third Reich, there are probably dozens of hidden gems
waiting to be mined, please spend sufficient time to properly
evaluate this collection, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3244 Hm)
German Area, Vast & Diverse Dealer Stock.
Thousand and thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
cover stuffed into two cartons, includes nice selection of
covers and picture postcards with Jersey Nazi occupied
postcard, propaganda picture postcards, couple of
Luftwaffe picture postcards, Graf Spee postcard, POW
mail, censored covers, used German States, perfins, DDR,
collection of few hundred German printing errors, colonies,
full mint sheets, telegraphs and revenues, long story short
there is just about everything German included, inspection
is mandatory, leave enough time to breathe it all in, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3245 Hm
German Area, Coils Dealer Stock, 1920s-70s.
With duplication, and comprising an abundant amount of
mostly Never Hinged coil strips of five housed in five
three-ring binders. Also a couple of small boxes with many
unbroken coils (Michel 245 x5, 268 x4 & 269 x3), plus several others that should be inspected. A very interesting kind
of holding that includes German Empire, Federal Republic
& Berlin Issues. Well worth allotting time to view for full appreciation of all it has to offer, and surely one not to be
missed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3246 Hm
German Area, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. A
highly recommended holding, housed in thirteen counter
books with some duplication and value concentrated in the
German Empire Issues, including a good group of 1872
Eagle mint & used examples, followed by a large amount of
desirable and easy-to-sell sets, singles & booklets such as
1900 (52-61, mint), 1900 (62 x2, 63 & 64 x3), 1902 (70 x3,
71 x3, 73, 74 x2 & 76 x2), 1920 (115-17, used and accompanied with certificate), 1926-27 (357-58, 360 x2, NH),
1928-32 (376, 377 x3, 379, 381, 383-84, NH), 1928-31
(C35-37 x4, one set mint), 1930 (C38-39 x2),
1948-51(634a-58a, NH). We also noted several booklets &
booklet panes (Michel MH13 & MH48) and four counter
books with WWI & WWII Occupations (Eupen, Malmedy,
AMG & French Zone), plus some feldpost & officials,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3247 Hm
German Area, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. In
five three-ring binders with duplication, including German
Empire semipostal souvenir sheets, DDR Marx imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets, plus many other in the
$20 to $70 range, also some Oldenburg, Storkow &
Wurttemberg local souvenir sheets, and additional binder
with many interesting items such as 1m & 2m Hitler sheets
issued in 1944 (524a & 525), Russian Occupation of
Thuringia gutter pairs & unusual heart block from the center of the sheet, 1953 Marx booklet issued by DDR in excellent state of preservation, plus fifteen useful covers from the
Third Reich period. A holding that well worth our estimate,
and your time to see it, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3248 Hm
German Area, "Zusammendruck" Dealer
Stock, 1920s-70s. Mostly mint and housed in eleven counter books with duplication, including se-tenant blocks of
four, gutter pairs, gutter blocks of four, plus vertical or horizontal strips & pairs from booklet panes. A nice holding of
this always popular collecting area that deserves your attention., Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3249 Hm
German Area, Semi-Postal Dealer Stock.
Mostly mint, and housed in eleven counter books with duplication, including many sets & singles issued in the 1919-91
period. We noted many better mint examples issued in the
Third Reich years, including some se-tenant pairs and
blocks of four. We also saw several Federal Republic desirable sets in the $10 to $180 range. Consistently good quality throughout, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3250 HH
Germany Area, Booklets Dealer Stock.
About 300 complete & unexploded booklets in Never
Hinged condition, including Federal Republic (Michel MH3
x2, MH4 x3, MH6d-e x4, MH7aI x9 & MH8 x6), Allied Joint
Issues (Michel MH50 x28), Berlin (Michel MH3a x9, MH4a
x5 &MH6a x10), plus DDR representation. We also noticed
a large group of booklet panes issued in the 1919-83 period; truly a sweet deal for the internet seller, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3251 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock.
Value concentrated in the German Colonies with better sets
& singles (mint unless otherwise noted) such as China
1898 (2-6), 1905 (45, used), Offices in Morocco 1899
(1-6), Offices in Turkish Empire 1908 (59), Caroline Islands 1901 (9a,10pf half tied on cover fragment), German
East Africa 1900 (21, used), Kiauchau 1905 (29, tied to
cover fragment). We also noted several Germany better
items such as 1912 Rhein-Main (Michel IV x2, used), 1920
(115-17 corner blocks of four x2), 1922 Miners type imperforate examples printed on cardboard paper & 1933
(B49-57, used), plus some airmails and Federal Republic
booklets, catalogue value approaching $3,000, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3252 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1872-1987. In eight counter books with some duplicates,
and starting with some 1872 Eagles, followed by XIX Century representation, and then by many useful singles up to
$50, including (Michel numbers) 1900 (64II x4, used), 1900
(65II x2, mint & used), 1902 (70a, mint), 1902-04 (78B x2,
used & 81Ab x2, mint & used), 1905-12 (95Aib & 96Aia x3),
1915-19 (96AII, mint), plus many other useful: 1942 (811I),
1948 inverted net or band overprints & 1948-51 Architecture imperforate pairs. Extraordinary opportunity that dealers or collectors of this collecting area will not want to miss!
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3253 Hm
German Area, Mostly Used Assortment. In
sixteen stockbooks loaded with duplicates, and thousands
of mostly used stamps, including German Empire, Federal
Republic, Berlin, Bohemia-Moravia, Croatia, Danzig, General Government, Memel, Saar, Serbia & Slovakia. Unfortunately we did not have enough time to check the lot
thoroughly but we think is a great deal for our estimate,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3254 HH/Hm German Area, Back-Of-The-Book Holding.
Impressive collection of a few hundred stamps, labels,
seals, souvenir sheets, and used on piece, from every part
of th Germany area possible, most identified, with material
such as Nazi Intelligence seal, Austria 424-427, lost colonies labels, Germany O1, O13 & O15 on piece, German
States, Danzig mint J30-J39, U Boat stamp, Konigsberg
Feldpost stamp, and much Michel listed material, unusual
and scarce, should prove worthy of aggressive bidding,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3255 Hm
German Area, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock.
With value concentrated in counter book with the following
sets & singles: German Empire 1912 Main-Frankfurt
(Michel I-III x4), 1923 (C19a, imperforate pair, NH), 1924
(C20-26, lightly hinged), 1905 (OL16, NH) & 1948-51 (658b
& 659a-61a), German Fieldpost 1944 (Michel 9, NH), plus
several other used examples. We also noted three counter
books with Federal Republic mostly used horizontal pairs,
and additional three counter books with Berlin modern issues. Viewing will be quick, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3256 Hm
German Area, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. In
ten counter books with duplication, and including German
Empire Never Hinged singles, sets, part sets & blocks of
four (Inflation & Third Reich issues). Also a couple of counter books with Occupations & Plebiscites issues
(Allenstein, Marienwerder, Schleswig, Upper Silesia, and
several World War I & II Occupations), plus some Federal
Republic examples, surely a lot not to be passed over!
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3257 H
German Area, Semipostal Dealer Stock. In
eight binders with duplication, including singles, sets & part
sets issued in the 1919-2000 period, and in the modest
range with several higher such as 1935 (B69-78 x6, mint),
1936 (B93-101, NH) & 1937 (B107-15, NH)), plus many
Federal Republic issues in blocks of four. A useful stock
with plenty for sale, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3258 H
German Area, Accumulation of Sheets &
Multiples. A seldom offered holding with material issued in
the 1919-50 period. Containing a large group of sheets issued during the Inflation Period in the 1920s, plus 1919 (C1,
fifteen sheets showing plate flaws in positions 2, 13 & 17).
We also noted 1923 (C18, fifteen sheets) & Third Reich officials in larger multiples, AMG sheets and some multiples.
An ideal lot for the Inflation Period specialist, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3259 Hm
German Area, Accumulation. A useful holding
for the dealer or collector, containing a used German Empire collection in a three-ring binder, starting with nice XIX
Century representation, followed by many sets, part sets &
singles issued in the 1900-1969 period, and including 1915
(Michel 97BII sheet of 25). Also many desirable and saleable items such as Danzig 1937 (B21a x2, used), German
Occupation of Croatia 1942 (B18 x2), 1943 (B31 x3 7 B37
x7) 1944 (B60-62 x2, panes of 20) & 1944 (B70-72, panes
of 16), German Occupation of Serbia 1942 (2NB11-14
sheets) & 1943 (2NB27-28). Don't think so much, take a
look, and be convinced, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3260 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Including German Empire used assortment in glassines,
and housed in a couple of small boxes, including. some
Germania booklet panes & inflation vertical strips, Saar
sets issued in the 1947-59 period, stockbook with Bavaria
mint & used assortment in two stock books with duplication,
Württemberg regulars & officials in additional stock book,
plus Danzig officials in a three-ring binder with duplication.
Also plenty of first day souvenir sheets (Ersttagsblatt) issued in the 1970-80s, plus many unused picture postal
cards. Inspection recommended for full appreciation,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3261 HH/Hm German Area, Useful Balanced Mint or Used
Collection. Housed in two well filled Scott Specialty albums with some strength in the WWII period, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3262 Hm
German Area, Mostly Used Collection,
1870s-1990s. In two Davo albums, starting with XIX Century representation, followed by early issues of the XX Century, and then by inflation & Third Reich issues, including
some semipostals, airmails & officials. Berlin section with
sets & part sets issued in the 1948-90 period, also Federal
Republic section up to 1999, overall condition is F-VF, a
good basis for further growth. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3263 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In
three Davo hingeless albums, starting with 1871-72 eagles
with small & large shields, followed by some XIX Century issues and a good representation of the XX Century, including inflation & Third Reich periods, we also noted 1947-49
French Occupation issues, plus Federal Republic well-filled
section & many Berlin sets issued in the 1950s-80s period,
well worth checking.
Estimate $400 - 600
3264 Hm
German Area, Collection, 1872-1938. Of
some hundreds in Scott Specialty album, o.g., unused and
used, including some Bavaria, Danzig, Empire with range
of issues, Semi-Postals with a few Souvenir sheets, Officials, few Württemberg, Plebiscites, generally, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3265 Hm
German States, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In
six counter books with some duplication, including many
better singles & sets such as Baden 1860-62 (12a x2 & 14
x2, used), 1862 (16 & 17 x2, used), 1862-65 (23a x2, used),
Bavaria 1870-72 (27a x2, mint & used), 1876-78 (46 x3,
used), 1911 (Michel 77IU, unusual imperforate block of
eight), Brunswick 1853-63 (5 x3, 6, 8 & 9 x4). Also Hamburg, Hannover, Lubeck, Oldenburg, Prussia & Saxony examples, plus Württemberg officials in blocks of four &
larger multiples. An attractive lot in better quality than typically seen. Well worth spending some time on it in order to
fully embrace its potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3266 m
German States: Baden & Brunswick, City
Number Cancel Study. 45 Baden stamps and three
Brunswick stamps, all identified by city and cancel number,
condition is mixed, unusual lot that should please the specialist in this area, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300 (Owner's) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3267 m
German States: Bavaria, City Number Cancel Study. 75+ Bavaria stamps, all identified by city and
cancel number, condition is mixed, unusual lot that should
please the specialist in this area, F.-V.F. Scott $925
(Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3268 m
German States: Saxony, Schleswig- Holstein and Thurn & Taxis, City Number Cancel Study. 45
Thurn & Taxis, 28 Saxony and 8 Schleswig-Holstein
stamps, all identified by city and cancel number, condition is
mixed, unusual lot that should please the specialist in this
area, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3269 m)
Germany, Airmail Collection, 1919-55
(C1//67). Seventy used stamps, better noted incl. 1922-23
Carrier Pigeon (C3-14), 1923 Carrier Pigeon (C15-19),
1924 Carrier Pigeon (C20-26), 1929-27 German Eagle
(C27-34), 1928-31 Zeppelin (C35-7), 1931 Polar Flight
(C40-42), incl 4m tied on cover fragment, 1933 Chicago
Flight (C43-45), incl. 2m & 4m tied on different cover fragments, also 1943 fieldpost cover & 1944 postcard with 6pf +
4pf semi-postal (B252A), F.-V.F. Scott $2,500 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3270 Hm
Germany, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. In four
three-ring binders with duplication, including sets, part sets
& singles issued in the 1928-45 period. We noted regulars,
airmails & officials in the modest range with many higher
such as 1912 Frankfurt-Main Flight (Michel I-III x3, plus
some singles in mint condition), 1926-27 (351-62), 1928-32
(379-80 x4), 1928-31 (C35-37 x2, used), 1936 (C57-58
x10, mint) & 1942 (S12-22 x10, mint). We suggest you take
advantage of this opportunity, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3271 Hm
German Locals, Mint & Used Dealer Stock.
An interesting holding for the specialist or dealer, housed in
five counter books, and many presentation cards in a red
box with some duplication. We noted examples from
Augsburg, Bergedorf card proofs, Berlin, Bielefeld,
Bochum, Bonn, Breslau, Chemnitz, Dessau, Dresden,
Duren four scarce blocks of ten, Dusseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt, Freiburg, Giessen, Hamburg, Hannover, Leipzig,
Lubeck, plus some 1945 Locals and some Third Reich revenues. The German law did not prohibit private delivery of
mail inside the town borders. However a law issued on December 20, 1899 stated that all local (or private) issues of
Germany would be forbidden from 1 April 1900 onwards.
Viewing invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3272 HH/Hm German Occupations and Plebiscites,
Lovely Collection. Comprised of many hundreds, mostly
mint, housed in a Scott Specialty album. We note nice WWI
occupations, plus strong mint Croatia, Bohemia and
Moravia, Slovakia, Yugoslavia occupation, Danzig, Memel,
Serbia, Poland General Government and lots more. Fresh,
clean and attractive lot, F-VF or better, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3273 Hm
German Occupations & Plebiscites, Dealer
Stock. In twelve counter books with duplication, including
WWI Occupations (Belgium, Estonia (Dorpat), France, Italy, Lithuania, Poland & Romania, Plebiscites (Allenstein,
Marienwerder, Slesvig & Upper Silesia), WWII Occupations (Bohemia-Moravia, Croatia, Estonia, France, General Government, Laibach, Latvia, Luxembourg,
Montenegro, Serbia & Slovakia), plus an interesting and
saleable group of Hitler skull imperforate & perforated
forgeries, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3274 Hm
German Occupations, Dealer Stock. Mostly
mint, and housed in ten three-ring binders, including Bohemia-Moravia 1939 (1-19 x3, mint, plus several extra signed
by Gilbert), Poland Occupation WWI & WWII, AMG
(3N1-20 in multiples, 3N2a-13a & 3N2b-8b), Danzig
1921-22 (63-80), 1923 (C10-21 x7, NH), 1938-30 (225-33)
& 1922-23 (O30-41 x8). Also some Slovakia examples issued in the 1939-44 period, and two binders with Saar
(1930s-70s) sets, part sets & singles, including regulars &
semipostals. We are sure you won't be disappointed to review it, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
3275 Hm
Germany: Saar, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. In
five counter books with duplication, we noted several better
such as 1920 (16 x2, mint & used), and many other saleable
sets such as 1921 (68-83 x3), 1922-23 (99-116), 1949-51
(204-20 x2), plus many other sets in the $10 to $70 range,
including useful semipostals, airmails and some officials. A
holding with solid potential to create many internet lots,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3276 Hm
Germany: Saar, Lovely Mint or Used Collection. Assembled on album leaves, with a solid range of premium items such as used 1-17 (16 mint), 68-83 and 85-98
(mint or used), 99-116, 120-35, 139-54, plus mint B1-4, 5-8,
9-14, 16-22, 69-73 (NH), 76 (NH), C12, CB1a (NH), O27-38
(NH) and lots more. Fresh and largely F-VF or better, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3277 Hm
Germany: Saar, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. In
four three-ring binders with duplication and many mint
earlies, followed by a wealth of sets, part sets & singles in
the modest range, including regulars, semipostals, airmails
& officials. A stock that properly broken will create interest
on the internet, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3278 Hm
Germany: Danzig, Mint & Used Dealer Stock.
In four counter books with better including 1923 (156-67),
1924-37 (168-92 x2, plus 179 x3, 180-81, 185 x2 & 187 x3),
1924-32 (193-99 x2, mint & used), 1930 (210, NH and
signed by H. Bloch), 1939 German Administration (241-54
x4, plus 253 & 254 x4). Also many semipostal & airmail sets
and singles in the $10 to $100 range, be sure to see, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3279 Hm
Germany: Danzig, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock.
In four counter books with duplicates, starting with 1920
Germania examples up to 5m, followed by 1920 overprints
& surcharges, and then by 1921-23 Arms Issues, including
singles, blocks of four & several larger multiples. Also 1923
Inflation surcharges and several other useful stamps such
as 1924-27 (197 x6 & 198 x9). We also noted many
semipostals & airmails, including. blocks of four, plus counter book with postage dues & officials, ideal for the internet
seller, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3280 H)
Germany: Soviet Zone & Locals, Collection,
1945-46.
In two old-time albums, including
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Dresden, Saxony, Thuringen
1945 (Michel Block 1x type V & Block 4) & Leipzig (Block
5X & 5Y). Also useful locals such as Finsterwalde 1946
(Block 2), Meissen 1946 (Block 1), Wittenberg 1946
(Blocks II & III), Strausberg 1946 (Blocks 1-2), plus several
covers with Hitler stamps depicting different overprints to
obliterate his face. A holding offered intact as received from
consignor, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3281 Hm
German Democratic Republic & Soviet Zone,
Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. In four counter books with
some duplication. DDR includes 1950-51 (54-57A x2, plus
extra 55-56 examples), 1950 (58-67 x7), 1951 (78-79 x6),
1951 (80-81 x3), 1951 Mao (82-84 x7), plus Marx imperforate & perforated singles from souvenir sheets and 1953-54
(187-204 x3). Also about 500 complete and unexploded
booklets. Soviet Zone includes 1949 Goethe single from
souvenir sheet, plus Berlin, Leipzig & Jena handstamps.
Recommended for the internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3282 Hm
German Democratic Republic, Mint & Used
Dealer Stock. A recommended lot for the internet dealer
with duplication, including thousands of stamps housed in a
wealth of glassines with most regular or semipostal sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range with many better
(mint unless noted) such as 1949 (48 x20, used), 1951
(76-77), 1951 (80-81 x2), 1951 (85-88 x3, used), 1955
(237a x11), 1955 (243a x7), 1955 (264a x5), plus a generous amount of souvenir sheets in presentation cards. A
stunning lot that will provide a nice profit if broken down correctly, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3283 Hm)
German Democratic Republic, Soviet Zone &
Locals, Stamps and Cover Collection, 1950s-80s. Including some mint & used stamps, mounted in about forty
binders, hundreds of covers, better noted include DDR
1949 Letter Carriers 12pf & 30pf first day cover (Scott
49-50, Michel 243-44), 1950 Globe & Sun 30pf first day
cover (53, Michel 250), 1950 Debria sheet on first day cover
(B21a, Michel block 7) & 1950 Academy of Science set on
registered cover to Dominican Republic (58-67, Michel
261-70), plus some booklets and group of Germany never
hinged sheets from the inflation period, condition is mostly
Very Fine. A holding that can be well integrated into a collection or to break down for internet sales. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3284 Hm
German Democratic Republic, Mint & Used
Dealer Stock, 1949-90. In presentation cards with duplication, and housed in nine red boxes, including thousands of
stamps (sets, part sets & singles) mostly in the modest
range with many earlies in the $5 to $20 range. We also
noted Soviet Zone representation. A recommended lot for
an internet seller with a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3285 Hm
German Democratic Republic, Mint & Used
Assortment, 1949-90. In five three-ring binders with some
duplication, and including regular & semipostal sets, part
sets and singles in the modest range, plus two more or less
related items: 1945 Russian Occupation of Thuringia souvenir sheet (16N7b) & 1949 Goethe souvenir sheet
(10NB11). Inspection recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3286 Hm
Germany: Berlin, mint & used collection,
1948-90. Mounted in a three-ring binder, mint section includes some better never hinged sets such as 1951 Bell
(9N70-74), 1951 (9NB6-7), 1952 (9N80-83), 1953 Bell
(9N94-98), and from there virtually complete to 1986; used
section also includes several better sets such as 1948
Berlin red overprints (9N21-34), 1949 UPU (9N35-41),
1949 Goethe (9N61-63), 1951-52 Bell (9N75-79), 1952-53
Portraits (9N84-93) & 1953 Bell (9N94-98), condition is
F-VF, catalogue value approaching $4,000. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3287 Hm
Germany: Berlin, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock.
In eight counter books with useful duplication, including
1948 (9N1-15, NH and each signed by H. Bloch), plus several mint & used examples such as 9N13 x2 tied on cover
fragment & 1948-49 (9N27 x3, 9N29 x3 & 9N32 x2), 1949
UPU (9N35-41 x2, 9N39 x5 & 9N40 x3), 1949 Architecture
(Michel W4, W8, W13 & SZ3B+4B), 1949 (9N67 x3), plus
many other regular sets such as 1952 (9N84-93 x5). We
also noted 1949 (B9NB3a), plus many mint or used
semipostals, great lot for the dealer, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3288 Hm
Germany: Berlin, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock.
In five counter books with duplication, including some Berlin
red & black overprints, followed by some Architecture examples, and then by a wealth of sets, part sets & singles in
the modest range, including blocks of four, recommended
for internet seller, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3289 Hm
Germany: Berlin, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock.
In six three-ring binders with duplication, including most
sets, part sets & singles in the modest range (regulars &
semipostals up to $20). Enough material to resell and make
a profit, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
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3290 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic, Mint & Used Assortment, 1949-95. Presented in a thick stockbook with
some duplication, better (mint unless noted) include 1949
Reconstruction (Scott 665-66 never hinged), 1954-60
Heuss (702-21), 1951 Frescoes (B316-17 x2, one set never
hinged, other used), 1952 Portraits(B327-30 never hinged),
1952 Youth Program (B325-26 x2 never hinged), 1953
Thurn & Taxis (B332-33 never hinged), plus many sets &
singles in the $10 to $30 range, condition is mostly Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3291 H
Greece, Mint Collection, 1939-82. Housed in
Scott Specialty album, including many complete sets & singles up to $20 with several better such as 1952 (545-48),
1955 (582-85), 1956 (587-600), 1961 (691-707), plus 1935
(C22-30), 1952 (C67-70) & 1954 (C71-73), condition is
Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3292 Hm
Greece,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1860s-1940s. In Lighthouse album and some stock pages,
starting with a Large Hermes mostly used representation,
plus small head issues, and some postage dues, postal tax
& occupation stamps, condition F-VF, please inspect.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
3293 H
Greece, Turkey & Middle East Assortment,
1930s-90s. In two stock books, Greece section includes
many never hinged sets up to $24, followed by some airmails & postage tax stamps, and then by Turkey modern issues & three 1960 legal documents with revenues, other
stock book containing Iran, Israel & Syrian Arab Republic
modern issues, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3294 m
Greece, Useful Almost All Used Collection.
Off hundreds on album pages starting with a nice range of
Hermes Heads and continues to 1985 with many complete
used sets. Useful group, overall clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $250 - 350

3298 Hm
Hungary, Nearly All Mint Collection,
1870s-1980s. Presented in two Scott Specialty albums
with abundant amount of sets and several souvenir sheets,
including regulars, semipostals, airmails, postage dues and
occupation issues, condition is a little mixed on some
earlies but otherwise F-VF, an attractive collector's collection that deserves your attention.
Estimate $600 - 800
3299 Hm
Hungary, Collection & Accumulation,
1870s-1980s. Mostly used, and mounted in three Minkus
albums, loose album pages and large amount of glassines,
collection opens with some early used stamps, better (mint
unless otherwise noted) include 1925 Sports (Scott
B80-87) & 1932 Madonna (462-65 used), some small faults
on early issues, other F-VF. Highly recommended as a
starter collection or to be broken down into smaller units
and offered on the internet. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3300 H
Hungary, Mint Collection, 1950-82. Mounted
in Scott specialty album, and highly complete for the period,
including plenty of complete regular sets in the $3 to $20
range, plus several semipostals & airmails, condition is
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3301 Hm
Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1954.
Mounted on album and stock pages with some duplication,
starting with earlies representation, and followed by many
XX Century (mint unless noted) sets, part sets or singles
such as 1920 (B69a-71), 1923 (B72-76), 1924 (B77-79),
1924-25 (C6-11), 1947 Roosevelt (B198A-D &
CB1-CB1C), 1949 imperforates (861-63 & C64-65 used),
1951 (973, B207-08 used), plus many other in the modest
range, condition F-VF.
Estimate $150 - 200

3295 H
Greece, Useful Mint and Used Collection To
1969. Nice representative collection in a Davo album composed of several hundred with plenty of mid-range value
and some complete mint sets. Overall very clean and F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300

3302 Hm
Iceland, Mint and Used Collection,
1873-2004. Mounted in Ka-Be hingeless album, starting
with some better used such as 1873 Coat of Arms 4s & 16s
(Scott 2 & 4), 1876 Coat of Arms (12 & 14), 1882 Coat of
Arms (17 x2; two distinctive shades), 1892 Coat of Arms
(19), followed by some better mint such as 1939-45 (229-31
never hinged), plus some semipostals, airmails & officials.
Also including two stockbooks with duplicates, condition
slightly mixed among earlier issues but otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3296 Hm
Greece, mint & used collection, 1861-1967.
In Scott album, and value concentrated in the large & small
Hermes heads in used condition, we also noted some mint
sets issued in the 1940-50s period, plus some airmails,
postage dues, postal tax & occupation stamps, condition
slightly mixed but overall F-VF, we didn't have the opportunity to inspect this collection carefully, but you do. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3303 HH
Iceland, Mint Collection, 1944-1984. Fresh
attractive collection of a couple of hundred mint stamps,
housed in a Lindner hingeless album, appears to be all NH,
includes 229-231, 240-245, 250-252, 257-268, 273,
274-277, 278-282, 284-286, 289-296, 319-323, C27-C29,
and fairly complete to 1984, nice lot to build upon or break
up for retail, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $990 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3297 Hm
Guatemala, Mint & Used Starter Collection.
Mounted on album pages, starting with a good XIX Century
representation, followed by several provisionals, and including some better sets issued in the 1930s such as 1935
(264-72) & (280-91), plus some airmails, semipostals &
postal tax stamps, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3304 H)
Israel, Plate Number Single Stamps & Covers. Mounted on exhibition pages, stamps include Scott
1-6 never hinged, each with plate "1" on top selvage, 2-6
never hinged, each with plate "2" on top selvage, 7-9 never
hinged, each with plate "1" on top selvage, J1-5 never
hinged horizontal pairs, each with plate "1" on top selvage
(as known the stamps were overprinted in black and a second plate number in black was added at the same time).
First day cover with 1-6 tied by duplex cancels, each with
plate "1" on top selvage, plus small cover with 2-4 showing
different plate numbers, and tied by special cancel used to
welcome the refugees from the Cyprus concentration
camps. Condition is F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3305 )
Israel, Doar Zwai, 1948-49. Group of ten covers, one is a letter sheet, 3, 4, 7, 9 & 10 represented, a few
roughly opened as often, mostly F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3306 HH/H) Israel & Related Areas, Mint Collection,
1951-1986. Collection in four albums, the first has 1-6 with
tab, then 1951-1979 with tabs, the second album is a mint
with & without tabs, missing 7-9 & 16 for completion and
with airmails complete, the third album has 1952-1969 mint
with tabs and the fourth album is a nice collection of Palestine, and then prominent Jewish figures on worldwide
stamps, inspection is invited, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3307 Hm
Italian Area, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Of some hundreds on stockpages in black binder,
o.g., unused and used, including Roman States 1852 2b
black on greenish white on cover, Naples, Sicily with a
range of Bomba heads with Scott 16, unused, thin, A.P.S.
cert., Sardinia, Neopolitan Provinces, Italy with range of
much used, 1945 Bicycle Post piece, Back of Book, Occupations, some reference but worth inspection, some faults
to be expected, generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3308 H
Italy, Pleasant Mint Collection, 1901-78. Extremely fresh, and mounted in Scott album pages. We
noted a wealth of desirable sets, part sets & singles such as
1905 (92), 1910 (114), 1924 (174A-G), 1928 (201-10),
1930 (248-56 & C23-26), 1931 (258-64), 1932 (268-79 &
C28-34), 1932 (280-89 & C35-39), 1932 (290-305), 1934
(324-28 & C62-65), 1934 (331-41 & C66-72), 1935 (349-54
& C79-83), 1936 (359-66 & C84-88), 1937 (367-76), 1937
(377-86 & C95-99), 1937 (387-96), followed by scarce 1921
"B.L.P" overprints (10¢, 15¢, 20¢, 25¢ & 30¢, each signed),
followed by a beautiful airmail section with handsome sets
& singles such as 1930 (C27), 1933 (C42-47 & C48-49),
and then by Postage Dues 1894 (J7b, inverted numeral),
1884 (J21 & J23 x2, mint & used), 1903 (J21 & J24 x2, mint
& used), Officials 1875 (O1-8), Parcel Post 1884-86
(Q1-2), 1922 (Q16-19), 1948 (Q74), 1953 (QY1-4) & 1956
(QY5-11). Also Italian Social Republic 1944 (Q1-12), plus
Offices in Crete representation, 1918 Austrian Occupation
& 1945-47 Venezia-Giulia sets, and nice sections of Special Delivery & Pneumatic Post issues. A collection for connoisseurs. It is truly a pleasure to see it, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3309 m)
Italy, Airmail Collection, 1917-48 (C1//125).
120 used stamps, better noted incl.1926-28 Third Airmail
Issue (C3-9), 1927 Surcharges (C10-11), 1930 Ferrucci
(C20-22), 1930 Virgil (C23-26), 1930 Rome-Rio de Janeiro
Flight (C27), 1932 Leonardo (C28-33), 1932 Garibaldi
(C35-39), 1933 Zeppelin (C42-47), 1933 Balbo Flight
(C48-49), 1934 Rome-Buenos Aires Flight (C52-5), 1934
Soccer (C62-5), 1934 Military Medal (C66-72), 1934 King
Victor Emmanuel (C73-8), 1935 Bellini (C79-83), 1936
Quintus Horatius (C84-8), also 1925 picture postcard with
Livorno semi-official stamp (Sanabria 1966, S2), F.-V.F.
High catalogue value. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3310 m
Italy, Used Dealer Stock, 1879-1975. Few
thousand used stamps in a file box, some heavy duplication, includes 258-260, 266-267, 295, 298, 301, 358, 477
(x14), with plenty of semi postals, airmails and BOB, excellent opportunity not to be missed, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3311 HHHm Italy, Nice Parallel Mint and Used Collection.
Housed in a mint album, 1959-1990 and a used album,
1950-1995. Nice pair of albums with complete sets and
good value, clean and F-VF, viewing suggested (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3312 H
Japan, Small Selection of 20 Mint Items. As
well as Taiwan Scott 1750-51 NH. The best being Japan
479a couple small stains in salvage edge, stamps fresh and
NH. Worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3313 H
Japan, Collection Balance, 1945-70. In Lighthouse album, mostly o.g., n.h. or unused (without gum as
issued), including Scott 362-371, 385a, 422, few booklets
or panes, Commemoratives, National Parks with Souvenir
sheets apparently complete, 1949-70, generally Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3314 Hm
Korea (North), Occupation Issues, 1950.
Scarce group of 25 stamps, including several examples unpriced in Michel, and comprising 65w with handstamp in red
(Michel unlisted, never hinged), 10w, 20w & 30w blocks of
four (1-3, mint), 10w block of four with blue-violet
handstamps (1var., mint), 20w block of four with black
handstamps (2var., mint), 30w with inverted handstamp
(3var., never hinged), 30w with regular handstamp and
postally used (3, used), 400w with red handstamp (7, never
hinged) & 150w airmail with bottom margin (9, never
hinged), condition is Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3315 m
Lebanon, Airmail Collection, 1924-61
(C1//308). Approximately 250 used stamps & four souvenir
sheets, better noted including 1924 First Air Mail Issue 2p
on 40c to 10p on 2fr (Scott C1-4), 1924 Second Air Mail Issue 2p on 40c to 10p on 2fr (C5-8), 1928 Overprints 2p to
10p & 50c to 25p (C25-28 & C33-35), 1928 Surcharge 15p
on 25p (C36), 1936 Tourist Publicity Issue 50c to 25p
(C49-56), 1937 Lebanese Pavilion imperforate pairs 50c to
25p (C57-64 vars priced in Yvert [e]370) & 1944 Overprints
25p to 500p (C91-96), also 1949 UPU sheet (C149a),
F.-V.F. Attractive collection, offered intact as received from
consignor. Scott $1,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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3316 HH/Hm Liberia, Incredible Collection, 1860-1960.
Several hundred stamps on stock pages, some what messily presented, at first glance doesn't appear to be much
there, but there's gold in dem der pages, besides full sheets
there are color errors, inverted surcharges, #64 with perfin
"Specimen", imperf pairs, proofs, essays, officials without
dates, reverse colors, #312 specimens and progressive
proofs, and this is just a small sample of the entire lot, don't
miss out on this wonderful opportunity, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3317 Hm)
Liberia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1860-1960. Couple of thousand mint & used stamps and
souvenir sheets in a box, in glassines, on pages and loose,
with hundreds of souvenir sheets with many duplicates, and
many nice blocks, a treasure trove for the Liberia specialist,
please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3318 HH
Liberia, 1958, Pres. Tubman's Visits, Specialized Group of Errors, Imperfs and Proofs
(368//C117 vars.). Including full sheets of the Swiss Visit
with flag of France and German Visit with flag of the Netherlands, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
3319 Hm
Liberia, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1973.
Mounted on album pages, starting with some "Liberia" examples, followed by 1892-96 (33-49), 1897-1905 (54-63),
1938 (C4-13), 1941 (C27-36) & 1944-45 (C45-50), plus
postage dues & officials, latter incl. 1921 (O116-26), a lot
that could prove useful to any buyer, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3320 HH/Hm Liechtenstein, Beautiful Highly Complete
Collection. With the vast majority mint and loads of NH
sets present, keenly assembled in a Minkus specialty album with coverage to 1970. Begins with mint 1-3 and runs
substantially complete from there with a wide range of premium sets and singles, included. Fresh and generally F-VF
or better, well worth a careful inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3321 Hm
Luxembourg, Powerful, Largely Mint Collection to the Mid-1960's. Carefully assembled in a Minkus
album, highly complete throughout, with better used classics like 1-2, 4, 7-12, 14-16, 17-23, 25, 40-47 (mint or used),
48-59 (mint or used), plus mint 27, 75-93, and long runs of
sets from there including mint semi-postals, airs, officials,
souvenir sheets and more. Exceptional collection, F-VF or
better, inspection invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3322 Hm
Luxembourg, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-1980s. Mounted in two KaBe hingeless albums,
binder & stock book, highlights in mint condition include
1882 (57-59), 1933 (B55-59), 1934 (B60-65), 1935
(B67-72), 1950 (B156-61), 1951 (272-77) & 1956 (315-17),
plus officials & occupation stamps, F-VF, offered intact, as
received from consignor.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3323 Hm)
Monaco,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1880s-1980s. In binder with some better (mint unless
noted) such as 1891-94 (24 & 27), 1938 (159), 1948
(204-08), 1948 (209-13), 1956 two first day covers
(354-57), 1956 Princess Grace & Prince Rainier issue in
blocks of four & first day covers, plus many other sets & covers, also 1950 (C34-35), 1953 (C36-39), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
3324 Hm
Monaco,
Mostly
Mint
Collection,
1880s-1990s. Mounted on Minkus album pages, beginning with some early examples, value concentrated in the
large amount of XX Century colorful sets, part sets & singles such as 1952 (295-300), 1959 (438-46), 1961 (485-98)
& 1974 souvenir sheet of 10 (904a), condition is mostly
Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $250 - 350
3325 Hm
Netherlands, Highly Complete Collection to
1965. Mint or used, neatly assembled in mounts on Minkus
pages in one volume. Collectively there is a high level of
completion throughout, beginning with better used like 1-3,
4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 40-53, 134, plus later mint like
137-39, 286-300, 306-18, 325-27, and good runs of mint
from there. We also note extensive semi-postals, postage
dues including J29-41 mint and much, much more. Clean
and lovely lot, F-VF, well worth inspection (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3326 Hm
Netherlands, Nice Often Parallel Mint and
Used Collection To 1979. Of couple thousand housed in
clean pair of albums, one for Netherlands and the second
for Territories, nice clean collection, F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $250 - 350
3327 Hm
Netherlands & Colonies, Alluring Collection.
Presented in three Davo hingeless albums, Netherlands
starting with XIX Century representation, followed by
mostly mint sets issued from 1930s onwards, also Netherlands Antilles section with high degree of completion in the
1954-82 period, Netherland Indies with several used sets &
part sets such as 1912-40 (79-80) & 1922 (144-50), New
Guinea 1954-62 mint issues, Suriname section includes
some earlies and high degree of completion in the 1960-82
period, condition is mostly Very Fine throughout, definitely
worth checking out! (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3328 HH/H
Netherlands West Indies, Virtually All Never
Hinged Collection To 1989. That appears complete from
about 1953 with many complete sets before that, very clean
and fresh, Very Fine, viewing invited. Estimate $150 - 200
3329 Hm
Nicaragua, Mint & Used Collection,
1869-1990s. Approx. 1,500 stamps mounted in binder,
starting with XIX Century representation, followed by a
wealth of sets, part sets & souvenir sheets issued in the XX
Century, including some sheets such as 1946 (695-97 &
700), plus airmails, officials & postal tax stamps, condition
is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3330 Hm
Norway, Collection & Accumulation,
1880s-1980s. Mostly used, and mounted in two albums,
stockbook and loose album pages, starting with some XIX
Century numeral issues, and also including many XX Century sets in the modest range with some better such as 1925
Bear (Scott 104-10), 1945 Anniversary Post Office
(279-89), plus a group of 1981-99 post office presentation
folders with new issues, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
3331 Hm
Panama, Outstanding Highly Comprehensive Collection to 1963. With the vast majority mint,
keenly assembled in mounts in a Minkus album. Rarely
found this complete, the collection is loaded with premium
such as 1-3, extensive bar and Panama overprints and surcharges, 4, a rare original print, plus 203-12,
214-16,218-19, 220-31, 234-55, 278-87, 288-97, 311-16,
322-30, C21-26, C27-32, C40-42, C54-61, the 1955 Popes
set, extensive airmails including C19-20, registration
stamps, late fee issues and much, much more. A wonderful
lot of difficult issues, F-VF, inspection invited (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3335 H
Poland, Attractive Mint Collection, 1918-79.
In two Scott albums, starting 1918 Warsaw & Lublin Issues,
followed by Cracow Issue, incl. 1919 (47-49, 51-52 & 56,
each signed and several plated), and then by many XX
Century sets. We noted several highlights such as 1945
(362-63), plus 1921 (B11-14), 1925 (B15-25), 1938 (B29
x3; two perforated, other imperforate), 1938 souvenir sheet
(B31), 1946 souvenir sheet (B49Bc, NH), also airmails,
postage dues, officials, General Government, Offices in
Danzig & Exile Government in Great Britain, truly excellent
for continuation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3336 Hm
Poland, Dealer's Stock, 1970s-90s. Mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in red box, sets & singles in the modest range, value of the lot concentrated in Offices in Danzig,
and including 1926 5g & 10g (Scott 1K11-12 used),
1926-27 15g (1K13 used), plus some locals such as Zarki
1918 5H & 10H (Michel 2 used & 8 mint), Przedborz 1918
4g (Michel 4C used), 1918 6g imperforate (Michel 9B),
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400

3332 Hm
Paraguay, Mint & Used Collection,
1879-1988. Mounted on well-filled album pages, good representation of XIX & early XX Century issues, followed by
large amount of sets in the modest range, also semipostals,
airmails (Scott C74-78, C79-83, C88-92 & C93-97 mint) &
postage dues, plus many modern sets & sheets, including
some imperforate stamps, overall condition F-VF, excellent
basis for continuation. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3337 Hm
Romania, Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-2000s. About 2,000 stamps in two thick binders,
and including an attractive section of stamps issued in the
XIX Century such as Prince Carol imperforate examples,
followed by a large section of sets, part sets, cancel-to-order multiples, souvenir sheets, first day covers & some imperforate sets, plus semipostals, airmails and officials,
general condition appears F-VF, need we say more? (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3333 Hm
Philippines, Spanish and U.S. Administrations, Outstanding Collection. With the vast majority
mint, keenly assembled in mounts on Elbe pages in one
binder. Wonderful coverage is present, including a wealth
of premium items such as US Admin, mint 212, 213-19,
220-22, 224, 229-34 some complete, but mixed definitive
sets between, then 340-53, J1-7, Japanese Occupations
and used 223-23A, 225, approximately 72 different "OB"
overprints including unlisted, covers, FDC's etc. The Spanish Dominion is quite nice, including 140-88, 192-211 and
much, much more. An excellent and valuable old time
collection, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3338 Hm
Romania,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1870s-1940s. Mounted in a Schaubek album, starting with
XIX Century representation, including postage dues, followed by many XX Century sets & souvenir sheets, plus a
fair number of 1950 souvenir sheets with Philatelic Exhibition cancels, condition appears to run F-VF, recommended
as starter collection.
Estimate $250 - 350

3334 Hm
Philippines, Spanish and U.S. Administrations, Accumulation. Of few hundreds on stockpages in
black binder, o.g., unused and used including Spanish Administration, few early issues with Scott 5, range of Surcharges and King Alfonso XIII heads, Back of Book,
Telegraphs, U.S. Administration with Scott 212 used with
A.P.S. cert, range of later issues, group of 1925-31 Imperfs
with Lambert Sales Co. pieces(9), article from Linn's accompanies, few booklet panes with Scott 242b, used, Airs,
Back of Book with Postage Dues and some Officials, Japanese Occupation, some reference, some faults to be expected but well worth inspection, generally, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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3339 HH/Hm Russia, Impressive Collection, 1857-2000.
Better used with 2010 PF certificate, 40, 546-550, 596,
992A-1001, 1261-1264, C53-C57, C58-C67, mint 7 with
2010 PF certificate, 39, 666-677, 970, 1214-1221,
1265-1267,
1280-1283,
1359-1363,
11491-1496,
1497-1499,
1508-1509,
1532-1533,
1550-1551,
1596-1597, 1598-1602, 1605-1609, 1624-1627, appears
fairly complete mint to 2000, C26-C29, C30-C33, C34-C35,
C40-C44, C45-C49, with mint & used offices in China and
the Turkish Empire, and as a bonus, the original owner inserted blank sheets and filled in with singles and sets, an
unusual opportunity to acquire a fresh collection of this ever
popular country, don't fall asleep on this one, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, A, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3340 HH
Russia, Collection of Sheets, 1960s-90s.
Housed in six binders, including 1958-60 (2290-93), 1962
(2687), 1963 (2772-74), 1964 (2919), 1965 (3029 & 3085),
1967 (3359), 1968 (3500 & 3563-64), 1970 (3715), 1976
(4481-84), 1977 (4619-23), 1977 (4626-27, 4629-30 &
4633), 1978 (4657-58 & 4660-61), 1978 (4679-81 & 4683),
1960 (4760), 1979 (4765-67 & 4769), 1979 (476-78), 1979
(4791), 1980 (4858) & many others, including some airmails & semipostals. We also noted several singles & souvenir sheets issued in the period, condition is mostly Very
Fine., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3341 HH/Hm Russia, Lovely Mostly Mint Post-Revolution
Collection. Of thousands housed in an album and four
binders of stock sheets. The album runs to 1985 and appears virtually complete from 1952 with no lack of complete
sets before that. The binders contain souvenir sheets from
the period covered by the album and mint and CTO'ed issues covered by the album and later. Very clean and overall
F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
3342 Hm
Russia, Mostly Used Collection, 1868-1990.
Housed in two bulging Scott albums plus additional album
for 1980 Olympics in Plate # blocks, mainly sparse in classics, CTO strong after 1950 and includes quite a few
stamps and sets, occasional mint item, excellent start to
this interesting area, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3343 Hm
Russia, Accumulation, 1858-1947. Some
hundreds on stockpages in black binder, o.g., unused and
used, including range of early issues, few Airs with Scott
C23 on 1937 Express mail cover to France, Back of Book,
Ukraine, some faults to be expected but generally, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3344 H
Ryukyus, Handsome Collection. Immaculate
fresh and attractive collection of Ryukyus Islands on homemade pages; with many choice well centered stamps,
lightly hinged or never hinged; incredibly fresh (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3345 )
Ryukyus, Almost All Mint Postal Stationery
Collection. Composed of 22 items as well as 3 stamp
sheets (Scott 72-74) with a few better items like UX4 mint
and cancelled, UX4b mint and cancelled and UY9 mint.,
clean and overall Very Fine, an interesting and useful group
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3346 H
Ryukyus, Mint Collection, 1948-65. Mounted
in White Ace album, better include 1950 (8-13), 1951 (14),
1951-54 (C4-8), 1957 (C9-13) & 1959 (C14-18), condition
Very Fine, excellent for continuation. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3347 Hm
San Marino, Mostly Mint Collection,
1870s-1980s. Nearly 1,600 stamps in a thick binder with
value concentrated in the XX Century, and including many
sets, part sets & souvenir sheets, including some first day
covers, also semipostals, airmails, postage dues & parcel
post stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3348 Hm
Spain,
Mint
&
Used
Assortment,
1850s-1990s. In three stock books with thousands of
stamps, including duplication, we noted a valuable XIX
Century representation, plus many XX Century sets & part
sets in the modest range, also a fair amount of souvenir
sheets issued in the 1970s-2000s period, condition is Very
Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
3349 Hm
Spain, Mint & Used Collection & Assortment,
1852-1979. Former in Davo hingeless album with some
classics, an XIX Century representation, we noted 1928
Catacumbas (Toledo Issue), and value concentrated in the
sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1940s-70s period,
plus some airmails & officials, stock book with duplicates,
including earlies, XX Century & modern examples, condition is a little mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3350 Hm
Spain, Collection & Assortment. Mint & used,
mounted in a Minkus album with some early material but
well filled in the 1950s-80s period, we also noted a small
stockbook with many 1965-66 Jose María Sert never
hinged sets (1337-46), plus a group of well filled album
pages with 1961-72 mint issues, including 1961 Velazquez
sheets, and some useful mint duplication, usual mixed condition among early issues, otherwise F-VF, a lot that will
break down well into smaller units. Estimate $300 - 400
3351 Hm
Spain, Mostly Mint Collection, 1850s-1990s.
In Scott album, starting with some early examples, value
concentrated in the 1970s-90s period, including many
never hinged sets, also some semipostals, postal tax &
charity stamps, condition is mixed on some earlies, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
3352 Hm
Spain & Portugal, Useful Collection. Mostly
used, and catalogue value being approximately divided between the two countries, Spain collection in two Davo albums to 1970s, and with the post-war years highly
complete, Portugal collection with several mint semipostal
sets, plus Portuguese Colonies representation: Angola,
Cape Verde, Mozambique, Mozambique Company,
Nyassa & Timor, overall condition is F-VF, viewing is suggested to truly appreciate.
Estimate $500 - 750
3353 Hm
Spain, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1989.
Mounted in Majo-Pelayo album, starting with some XIX
Century representation, followed by many XX Century sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range, and highly degree
of completion in the 1950s-80s period, plus some modern
booklets, condition is slightly mixed on some earlies but
generally F-VF. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
3354 H
Spanish Puerto Rico, Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, 1834-80. Mounted in Scott album, and including many seldom offered original documents (leases,
agreements, court documents & others), each with
stamped seal at top used in the Queen Isabel II or Alfonso
XII periods, we also noted some unused revenue stamped
paper sheets that are rarely seen, viewing highly recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3355 Hm
Sweden, Collection & Accumulation,
1850s-1980s. Mint & used, mounted in Schaubek album,
stockbook and loose album pages, collection starts with
some XIX Century used stamps such as 1858-62 Coat of
Arms (Scott 10-12), followed by 1872-79 Numerals, better
(used unless noted) XX Century sets or part sets include
1916 semipostal (B1-10 mint), 1920 Airmail (C1-3) & 1924
UPU (197-208 & 213-24) & 1955 Centenary of Swedish
Stamps (479-83 panes of nine), small faults here and there
but overall F-VF. We checked this lot in two shakes of a
lamb's tail, so sleepers may be lurking! (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3356 Hm
Sweden, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-2003.
Mounted in three albums with some duplication, starting
with XIX Century representation with some better (used unless noted) items such as 1855 (2), 1858-62 (6, 8-9, 10 x2 &
11-12), 1866 (16), 1872-77 (17//27), 1886-91 (40//49),
1889 (50-51), followed by 1903 (66), 1910-14 (67-73), and
then by many other sets & part sets such as 1920s Crown &
Post Horn coils & 1921-36 King Gustaf V issue, also 1936
(248-62), plus some officials & postage dues, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3357 Hm
Sweden, Nicely Filled Collection To 1969
With Good Mid-Range Value. Several hundred often parallel mint and used housed in a Safe album and appears
complete mint from 1942 including useful face value, clean
and fresh, almost Very Fine appearance, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
3358 Hm
Sweden, an Excellent Collection. In 2 volumes, neatly assembled and lightly duplicated in a pair of
nice stock books, includes a nice showing of mostly used
earlies through the mid period issues, but strength lies in
the wonderful range of mint sets and singles from the
1940's on, with coils, etc. Attractive, highly worthwhile holding, F- or better, examine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3359 m
Sweden, Specialized Coil Collection. In used
condition and mounted on old-style album pages, starts
with Heraldic Lion stamps issued in th 1920-25 period, followed by King Gustav & Gustav Adolphus issues, and then
by many Crown & Post Horn coil stamps, plus 1921-36 King
Gustaf V examples. We also noted several interesting pairs
& horizontal strips, condition appears to run F-VF, recommended for the devoted collector.
Estimate $200 - 300

3360 Hm
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection,
1843-1990s. Mounted in three albums, and including two
extra stockbooks with several valuable & useful duplicates,
opening with Zurich 1843 6r (Scott 1L4 used), Geneva 5c
(2L2 used), Federal Administration 1850 2-1/2r (Scott 2 unused, no gum), 1851 5r Rayon I (9 used), 1852 15r Rayon III
(12 used), followed by a page with 5r Rayon I in two distinctive colors, plus some 10r Rayon II stamps, folded printed
matter with 5r & 10r cancelled and tied by "P.D." markings,
then by 1850s-60s Strubel Issues, including Munich & Bern
printings, 1862-81 Seated Helvetia Issues, 1882-99 Numerals & 1882-1902 Standing Helvetia Issues. The XX
Century section including many duplicates and many better
items such as 1914-30 Mythen, Rutli & Jungfrau (181-85),
1915 10c Girl (B3 block of 8 & block of 12 mint with several
never hinged) 1934 NABA sheet (226 used), 1940 Fete Day
sheet (B105 mint), 1945 Pax Issue (293-305 mint), 1951
Lunaba sheet (B206 used), 1919-20 First Airmails (C1-2
used), 1953 Butterfly & beetle sheets of 24 (B229a x2, one
mint, other used), plus a nice representation of officials &
postage dues. One stockbook containing several better
items such as 1934 NABA sheets (226 x3, including one
never hinged, other two mint), 1940 Fete Day sheets (B105
x2, one mint, other never hinged), 1951 Lunaba sheets
(B206 x2, one never hinged, other used), some faults
among early material but generally F-VF. Be sure to
reserve enough time to inspect carefully. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3361 Hm
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-2000s. Nicely mounted in two Scott albums, and
mostly mint from 1940s onwards, starting with some
"strubel" issues, including (Scott 31 & 35 used), followed by
several better XX Century singles, sets & souvenir sheets
such as 1907 (126-45 used), 1919-20 (C1-2 mint), 1918
War Board of Trade (1O1-16 mint), 1929-30 (C13-15 mint),
1934 NABA sheet (226 mint), 1937 (2O56 used), 1940 souvenir sheet (B105 never hinged), 1945 (304-05 mint), 1951
Lunaba sheet (B206 mint) & 1953 sheet of 24 (B229a with
stamps never hinged). We also noted nice section of
semi-postals & some tete-beche pairs, condition is
Fine-Very Fine, an excellent basis to build upon. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3362 Hm
Switzerland, Nice Mostly Mint Collection To
1989. Of hundreds in 4 albums, a number of useful album
and stock pages beginning with a nice group of seated and
standing Helvetia's and some better mint like B2-9, C13-15,
3O83-93, plus nice runs of many used sets. Overall clean
and F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3363 m
Switzerland, Used Dealer's Stock 1851-2000.
Attractive used stock neatly arranged in stockbooks and in
glassines, identified and priced, better includes 10, 41-50,
160a, 181-185, B1-B3, B4-B6, B7-9, B10-B11, C12,
C15-18, with light to heavy duplication throughout, a quality
stock that will be a pleasure to view and own, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3364 HH/Hm Turkey, Absolutely Magnificent Specialized
Collection to 2000. Assembled in 3 Scott Specialty albums with duplicate pages to allow for parallel mint and
used coverage. Easily one of the finest Turkey collections
we have ever had the pleasure to handle, the mint highlights are extraordinary including complete first issues with
2b, 8-13, 14-19 (19 a great rarity), 21-26, 28-34, 36-37,
38-40, 42-44, the exceedingly rare 46-47 unissued values,
48-52, 53-58, 59-63, 66-73, 74-77, 83-86, 87-91, 95-99,
102-09, 110-17, 118-27, 128-31, 132-45, 151-59, 237-50,
254-69, plus 254-70 used 271-76, 278-84 and exceptional
overprint issues from there, 419a, 420-29, wonderful "bull
head" overprints, 549-50, 552-64, 590-98, 600-04, 605//24
varieties, 625-32 (NH!), 634-47, 648-58, 659-72,682-704,
705-26, 765-73 and substantially complete from there. The
BOB is equally stellar, with highly complete semi-postals,
airs, dues, officials, military stamps, newspapers, postal tax
issues like RAC 1-4, 5-14 and 16-23 (the latter a great rarity!). In addition, found throughout are superb perforation
studies, varieties and more. Two powerful stockbooks are
included as well, the web images give only a glimpse into
this fabulous collection, F-VF or better, inspection invited
(photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3365 Hm
Turkey: Foreign Post Offices, Wonderful
Collection. Lovely very nicely filled mint or used collection
assembled in a Scott Specialty album. Includes solid to
strong offerings of Austrian Offices, German, Poland and
Russian Offices plus lovely British Offices as well. Also
noted are some varieties and specialty pieces as well, F-VF
or better, well worth inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
3366 HH/H
Vatican, Beautiful All Mint Collection to
1970. Housed in a White Ace album, apparently complete
but for 35-40, and C16-19. Aside from the level of completeness, much NH is noted throughout such as 47-54, 55-60,
61-67 etc. Fresh and very fine, nice lot, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3367 Hm
Venezuela, Airmail Collection, 1930-67.
Mostly mint, and mounted on album pages, highlights (mint
unless noted) include 1930 (C1-16, plus C5a slate blue),
1932 (C17-40), 1937 (C41-46), 1937 (C47-63), 1937
(C66-78 used), 1938-39 (C79-113) & 1943 (C164-80), condition is mostly Very Fine, an attractive collection that deserves your attention. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3368 Hm
Venezuela, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted
on album pages, starting with interesting XIX Century representation, including some 1850s-60s examples, followed
by several "Escuelas" issues, and then by many sets issued
in the XX Century up to 1950s, and including some better
such as 1880 (71-73), 1943 (380-83 mint), 1943 (384-87
mint), 1930 (C1-16 used) & 1938 (C119-26 mostly used),
plus some souvenir sheets & officials, condition is F-VF,
highly recommended for dealer or as a basis for further
expansion. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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3369 Hm)
Yemen, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-69. Approximately 1,200 stamps in a binder, including sets, part
sets, miniature sheets & souvenir sheets, plus three 1964
first day covers issued at the 1964 New York World's Fair,
condition appears to run F-VF, recommended for the topical collector: art, space & sports issues.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3370 H
Americas, Lovely Mint Collection. Housed in
Five Scott Specialty albums, composed mainly of 1945 to
maybe mid 1970's packed with many mint complete sets.
You will find five well filled albums of Central and South
America as well as useful Canada. With a nice range of
better including Canada Scott 162-77, 249-62, 268-73, 302
and C2 to name a few. Nice clean lot, overall fresh and F-VF
+. You owe yourself to view this one. Estimate $500 - 750
3371 Hm
Asia, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation.
Of few hundreds on stockpages in black binder, o.g., unused and used, including Afghanistan, China, Iran, Japan,
few early issues, Back of Book, Korea, Nepal with a few
early issues, Thailand, Tibet, some reference, some faults
to be expected but generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3372 )
Asia, Useful Group of Mostly 1960's FDC's.
59 Taiwan and 18 India, virtually all unaddressed and including Taiwan Scott 1560a-62, 1588-89, 1682-93,
1740-49 as well as India 237-42. Useful little group, viewing
recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3373 Hm
Benelux, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In display pages, and including Belgium 1849 (1-2, used),
1851-54 (6 x80, & 7 x14, used), 1858 -61 (11 x20 & 12 x2,
used), 1893-1900 (67-72), 1912 (92 & 103 imperforates),
1912-13 (105 x9, imperforate trial color proofs, incl. two horizontal pairs), 1954 (B558-60 & B561-66) & 1960 (B662a,
souvenir sheet), Netherlands 1954 (B264-68 x2), 1954
(B269-75 x8), 1955 (B276-80 x2), 1955 (B281-90 x5), 1956
(B291-95 x2), 1956 (B296-310 x4), 1957-58 (B311-30),
1959-60 (B331-52 x4), plus many other useful singles &
sets worth viewing, catalogue value approaching $4,000,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3374 Hm
Europe, Mostly Used Old-Time Collection.
Mounted in a large Schwaneberger album, including several better countries such as Belgium, Germany including
some early States, France including Morocco, Great Britain
& Italy, and also Bulgaria, Denmark, Greece, Greenland,
Iceland, Luxembourg, Malta & Norway representations,
condition is slightly mixed on some but mostly F-VF, worth
exploring. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Foreign Area Collections
3375 Hm
Europe, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Of some hundreds on stock pages in binder, o.g., unused and used, including Austria, Denmark with 1851
4rs(7), German States, Baden, Bavaria, Hanover, Prussia,
Saxony, Württemberg, Iceland, Norway with 1855 4s, Switzerland with Zurich 1843 6r, Sweden, also few covers,
some reference, worth careful inspection, some faults to be
expected, generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3376 Hm
Europe, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections.
In four Scott albums, including Austria
1850-1982 collection with many sets from 1940s onward,
Czechoslovakia 1919-57 collection with regulars,
semipostals, Bohemia-Moravia & Slovakia issues, Netherlands 1907-82 collection with many semipostal sets issued
in the 1927-79 period, Portugal Colonies 1950s-70s collection, including Angola, Macao, Mozambique, Portuguese India & Timor issues, worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3377 Hm
Europe, Mostly Used Assortment. In ten
stockbooks with duplication, including Austria with
1850s-1980s regulars representation, plus some
semipostals, France regulars issued in the 1850s-1970s
period, plus some airmails. We also noted a stockbook with
Switzerland semipostals & airmails. It might be said that it
was late at night when we describe this lot, reason for which
we think sleepers can be lurking, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3378 Hm
Europe, Retail Selection. Group of 15 singles
and sets priced to sell for from $35 to $350 and totaling
$1800, countries include Belgium, Iceland, Monaco, Romania, etc.; few minor flaws but generally Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3379 Hm
Europe (South East), Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on album pages, including Romania section
with nice XIX Century representation, followed by some
better such as 1906 (204-06), Greece starting with Hermes
Heads issued in the 1886-95 period, and also including
some airmail & occupation examples, Turkey section with
several XIX Century examples, followed by some useful
sets as 1916 (345-49) and newspaper stamps, we also
noted Croatia & Montenegro sample, plus many Palestine
unchecked examples issued under British Administration,
and as a bonus Israel first day covers issued in the
1950s-60s period & 1948 Menorah plate block (Bale 59),
careful inspection will prove rewarding! F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3380 Hm
Europe, Mostly Nineteenth Century Accumulation. Many hundreds on stock pages in brown binder,
majority used, including Belgium with 1849 10c(2), 20c(3),
Finland, France with range of Ceres and Napoleon III types
with faulty 5fr, Colonies, Back of Book, Greece, Ionian Is.
with 1859 set(2), Luxembourg, Netherlands with 1852
5c(2), 10c.(3), 15c(2), Portugal, Spain, some reference material here but worth inspection, some faults to be expected,
but much fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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3381 Hm
Europe, Lovely Mint and Used Collection. Of
few hundreds neatly housed in a European album with useful runs of Austria, Sweden, Bulgaria, Latvia, Romania and
Russia as well as others. Overall clean and F-VF, making
for a pleasant view which is recommended.
Estimate $250 - 350
3382 Hm
Europe (Central), Mostly Mint Dealer Stock.
Including Austria (520-56) (B66-70) (B118-21) (B245-51)
(B260-63) & (B273-76), Liechtenstein (284-86 pairs)
(353-55 singles & blocks of four) & (B4-6 x2), Switzerland
(135a,139a, 141, 143a & 144a) (293-305 & B145, used)
(B4-6 x2, one mint, other used) (B272-76 blocks of four)
(C13-15) (O37-47) & (4O29-39 x3), catalogue value approaching $3,000, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3383 H
Europe (Eastern), Mint Collection. In four
stock books with many never hinged sets, and mostly issued in the 1950s-90s period, including Albania, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Romania, Russia, including some Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ukraine and Yugoslavia, condition is Very
Fine, take a look.
Estimate $400 - 600
3384 Hm
Europe (Eastern), Nice Clean Collection.
Composed of many hundreds mint and used and loaded
with complete sets from Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria including used 10, 19, 21C, 21D, Crete, strong
Croatia, Epirus, excellent Greece and Yugoslavia. Overall
fresh and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $350 - 500
3385 HH
Europa, Useful Collection. Housed in a binder
and a stock book composed of singles and sheets, except
for a few used all never hinged and including better like
Liechtenstein 356, Luxembourg 318-20, 329-31, Monaco
1974/1994 19 NH sheets with a few used, San Marino 490
NH and used sheets of 8, a very clean collection, VF, viewing suggested (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800
3386 m)
Latin America, 1920-1935, Latin American
Air Mail Service French Initiatives. Exhibit collection.
mounted on original exhibit pages. 170 covers. A study of
the development of airmail across the South Atlantic by the
French. Many pioneer and experimental flights. Tremendous section on CGA. Then section on Aeropostale. Then
Air France. An historical study using quality covers. Noted
Morocco AAMC #6 (May 3-5, 1923 Special Flight), Senegal
#1 5/10/23 Dakar-Casablanca, Senegal #2 Lemaitre &
Arrachart Flight Dakar-Paris 2/7/25, Uruguay 7a (Montevideo-Buenos Aires), Argentina 12 (Buenos Aires-Rio
1/21/25),Brazil 2 (Rio-Pernambuco), Argentina 17 (Rio-Natal), and many other great covers. Should be seen to be appreciated., overall Very Fine, Key covers galore. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3387 Hm
Latin America, 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Of many hundreds on stockpages in black
binder, o.g., unused and used, including Cuba, Haiti with a
range of Imperf. Liberty heads, Mexico with a few Hidalgos,
Eagles, later issues to around 1950, Nicaragua, worth inspection, some faults to be expected, but generally, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3388 Hm
Latin America, Collections. With strength in
three countries: Dominican Republic 1866-1966 collection with some early issues, followed by many sets issued in
the XX Century, including semipostals, airmails, postage
dues & officials, Nicaragua 1862-1961 collection starting
with XIX Century representation, plus airmails, officials,
Zelaya & Cabo examples, Paraguay1879-1965 collection
with value concentrated in many regular & airmail sets, part
sets & singles issued in the XX Century. We also noted Colombia, Panama & Peru representations with sets & singles
in the modest range, we have spent very little time on this
and we invite a close inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3389 Hm
Middle East, Massive Largely CTO'ed Topical Collection of Trucial States. Composed of thousands
on album pages and a couple stock books of a comprehensive country group of Ajman, Fujeira, Manama,
Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen, Ras Al Khaima, Sharjah,
Yemen Arab Republic, Umm Al Qiwain with the whole
range of material from imperfs to large foil stamps. Condition a bit mixed but overall clean and, F.-V.F., tough lot to
view but well worth the time and price.
Estimate $500 - 750
3390 Hm)
Middle East, Interesting Caboose Lot with a
Decided Middle East Twist. Including some nice Syria
Arabian Government issues, Hatay, some Turkish FDC's,
Alexandretta, East Rumelia, Mesopotamia, plus some various non-related covers and miscellaneous. Nice mix worthy
of a close review, F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
3391 Hm
Scandinavia, Mostly Used Collection. Presented in a pair of Davo albums with coverage to 1970s, includes Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway &
Sweden. Majority of sets & singles in the modest range with
some better (used unless noted) such as Denmark 1875-79
(25-34), 1912 (82), 1929 (B3-5) & 1931 (210-19), overall
condition F-VF, please inspect. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3392 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. With
some gainful duplication, including, Denmark 1912 (79 &
81, used), 1914-30 (85a booklet pane x15) & 1914-23
(O18, used), Finland 1922 (B1a block of four x3), Greenland 1945 (10-18 & 16 block of four) 1950-60 (28-38 x2,
mint & used), 1950-60 (36-38 blocks of four x2 & singles x4)
& 1956 (39-40), Iceland 1911 (86-91, used), 1931-32
(170-75), 1939 (213-16 x4), 1948 (246-52), Norway 1877
(20, used), Sweden 1872-77 (27, used), 1883 (34a, used),
1903 (66) & 1874 (J11, used), plus many modern booklets,
recommended for dealer, catalogue value approaching
$4,500, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3393 )
Scandinavia, Six Postage Due Items,
1875-1934. Sweden: 1875 Parcel Card with three Postage
Dues; Norway: a Parcel Card, two Postcards and an 1881
cover with a Returned Letter Stamp (Facit RM2 pen-canceled); Finland: a 1909 Postage Due ledger page from the
Kyminlinnassa Post Office with 74pen and 40kop affixed
and canceled Aug 1 to cover the Postage Due business for
July; F-VF and scarce group.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3394 Hm
Scandinavia, Pleasant and Clean Mint and
Used Collection To Mid 1940's. A well balanced group of
several hundred housed in a Scott Specialty album with
nice Denmark including used 97-131, 164-75, B1, J9-24,
Finland, Iceland including 108-28, 130-38 30a and 50a
mint, O31-38, Norway, and Sweden, Clean well presented,
F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
3395 Hm
Scandinavia, Diverse Mint and Used Collection. Composed of many hundreds on album and stock
pages in Binders composed of Denmark, Finland with some
useful mint semi-postals, Iceland, Norway and Sweden with
a nice group of booklets and panes, overall F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
3396 Hm
South America, Mostly 19th Century Accumulation. On stock pages in green binder, o.g., unused
and used, including Argentina with usual suspect/faulty
classics, some Official Department stamps, Tierra Del
Fuego 1892 local, stationery cut-outs, Brazil with 1843
30r(2), 60r(2) and a range of later classic imperfs., Chile
with attractive range of Colon heads, Colombia with precursor States, Peru with some reference, attractive range of
later embossed, Uruguay, worth inspection, some faults to
be expected, but much fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3397 Hm
South America, Mostly Used Collection.
Mounted on album pages, better (used unless noted) includes Argentina: 1912-14 (Scott 204), 1930 (389 mint) &
1935 (452 mint), Brazil: 1866 (53-60), 1876 (64-67),
1878-79 (68-75 & 77), 1881 (79-81), plus Bolivia representation, condition slightly mixed but overall F-VF, viewing invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide Topical Collections
3398 H
Worldwide, Big Topical Dealer Stock. In 25
counter books, four red boxes filled with glassines and a
wealth of souvenir sheets in the $3 to $20 range. We noted
as main topicals: Animals, Cars, Cats, Horses, Europe, Famous Men, Maps, Lincoln, Olympics, Railroads & Scouts.
We believe that it is necessary to see this lot and thus be
able to establish its potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3399 Hm
Worldwide, Insects Topical Collection. Mint
& used stamps mounted in several binders, including sets,
singles & part set from around the globe, majority fall in one
of the following insect orders; Coleoptera, Lepidoptera &
Orthoptera. Condition is F-VF, a good start to your own collection of insects that crawl, slither, hop or fly.
Estimate $150 - 200
3400 HH/H
Worldwide, Powerful Old-Time Mint Selection of Topicals. All neatly housed in mounts in one Elbe
binder. Includes Europa, stamps on stamps, flags, famous
personages etc. Included are better sets, singles and souvenir sheets so be sure to leave time to scan every page as
good surprises are to be found throughout. Generally Very
Fine, lots never hinged, inspection invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Worldwide Cover Collections
3401 H)
Worldwide, Topical Dealer Stock. A large
group of mostly mint sets, singles & part sets in presentation cards, including Airplanes, Birds, Cars, Disney, Flowers, Insects, Music, Olympics & Space. We also noted
many first day covers with topical stamps, and issued in the
1970s-90s. Great lot for the internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3402 Hm)
Worldwide, Topical Dealer Stock. Including
sets, part sets & singles in the modest range with many souvenir sheets in the $1 to $8 range. We noticed a fair number
of cat stamps. We also noticed a large amount of first day
covers with several topical issues (Lincoln, Music, Space &
Sports). We recommend to the internet or bourse dealers to
see this lot that offers good potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3403 Hm
Worldwide, Topicals Dealer Stock. In five
three-ring binders with light duplication, including animals,
angels, cats, Disney, dogs, birds, butterflies, mushrooms,
Olympics, paintings, Roosevelt, Scouts, space & many others. We also noted many topical first day covers. A lot that
should be inspected in order to appreciate its potential,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3404 m)
Worldwide, World Wildlife Fund collection,
1983-1989. Exciting collection of hundreds of first day covers and official Proof Edition sheets, covers are cacheted
and unaddressed, sheets have drawings of every animal,
fish and reptile imaginable, with biography of cachet artists,
covers and sheets are either housed in deluxe binders or
loose, a beautiful collection of one of the most popular topics, extensive issue cost, some duplication, please leave
time to assess the proper bid for this lot, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

3407 )
Worldwide, Air Letter & Aerogram Collection. Several hundred loose in a box, mostly mint with
many used, some uprated, includes US, British Commonwealth, China, Japan, Europe, some moisture issues with
some of the mint, a definite winner at our low estimate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
3408 )
Worldwide, Space & Concorde Covers,
1975-87. Concorde (7); HASPA; EZ-Rocket, 2 Voyager
flights (July 9, 1986 & Dec. 14, 1896 with certs. + pair of
Colorano cachets, a rare group, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3409 )
Worldwide, Lufthansa Flight Covers. 200+
covers mounted in two albums, covers 1966-1973 and
1980-1988, first flights and flights to all parts of the world, includes 1971 postal strike cover, wide range of frankings,
great lot for the aerophile, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3410 )
Worldwide, Airmail Covers, c. 1955-72. 28
with airline meter slogans incl. Qantas, MISR, Sabena, Pan
Am, etc., some with appropriate airline etiquettes + 3 more
airline ad. covers, an excellent lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3411 )
Worldwide, Covers Transported By United
Fruit Company, 1932-50. Group of 42 covers, including 21
with U.S. stamps, also Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, Honduras & Nicaragua frankings, ship handstamps
include Antigua, Baja California, Carrillo, Choluteca, Jamaica, Heredia, Musa, Parismina, Quirigua, San Blas,
Santa Marta, Saramacca, Suriname, Talamanca & Ulua,
mostly Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Worldwide Collections and Accumulations
Worldwide Cover Collections
3405 )
Worldwide, Aerophilately Cover Stock.
Stock of about 150 items, the biggest percentage of which
are Germany (about 60), but there's a nice range of the rest
of the world, with no particular strength in any country; besides first flight covers, we note some nice Catapults, some
early aviation labels, rocket mail stamps & covers,
SCADTA, etc.; condition is a little mixed but generally
F.-V.F. Owner's marked retail prices total more than
$10,000 with prices as high as $750.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3406 )
Worldwide, 20th Century Cover Accumulation. Of about 100 items, mostly in pouches in box, few
U.S., post cards and F.D.C.'s, few Postage Due, some
China, Fiji Paquebot to San Francisco, French Oceania single Scott 48 on cover to San Francisco, Tonga with three
Tin Can Mail covers, good variety of WWII censored items,
mostly to Buenos Aires or San Francisco, well worth inspection, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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3412 Hm
Worldwide, Large Old Time Mint and Used
Collection. Mounted on blank pages in binders with owners catalog value of over $24,000. Condition can vary but
overall clean and F-VF, viewing suggested (photo on web
site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3413 HH/Hm Worldwide, A to Z in 39 Albums. Actually
missing Russia and United States, but there are thousands
and thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, with far too
many highlights to list we will attempt to give an idea of what
is in store for the winning bidder, includes China mint
1290-1295, 1355-1358, 1414-1417, PRC mint 57-59,
60-64, 72-73, 74-76, 124-127, Egypt mint 105-107,
155-158, German New Guinea used 5, Great Britain used
1 (x2), Greece mint C1-C4, Greenland mint 7-9, 19-21, 35,
39-40, Hong Kong used 60, mint 203-217, 219-220, Iceland mint 16, 232-235, 240-245, 289-296, B5, C9-C11,
C27-C29, useful India, Japan mint 703, Switzerland with
semi postals mostly complete with many souvenir sheets,
some countries have a great deal of coverage, some are
sparse, condition issues are present, a rare opportunity to
acquire so large a stock, huge catalog value, incredible potential, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3414 Hm
Worldwide, Dealer's Stock. In four red boxes,
filled with sets, part sets & singles, arranged alphabetically,
and including nice sections of Belgium, France, Germany,
Hungary, Portugal & Azores, Norway & Sweden, we also
noted substantial value in Albania, Austria, Italy, Greece,
Israel, Japan, Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Romania, Russia, Saar, San Marino, Spain, Switzerland & Turkey sections, condition is mostly Very Fine. Scott $33,000 plus.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3415 Hm
Worldwide, 7 Volume Scott International & 5
Volume Minkus Global Collection. Mint & used, Scott Internationals are sparsely filled with strength in Western European countries, Global albums are moderately to mostly
filled with British and French colonies, South and Central
America, Western Europe, Africa, China, Hong Kong and
Asia, with some better items that include 1956 Ascension
Elizabeth II mint set to 10/-, Bahamas 1964 NH New Constitution set, Bermuda 1962 Elizabeth II set, Great Britain Offices 1957 Elizabeth II mint Tangier Ovpt set, Luxembourg
1957 PAX Europa set, Japan 1938-1944 mint parks group,
used 1956 Elizabeth definitive set, ect., o.g., generally Fine
or better centering.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3416 Hm
Worldwide, Splendid 1863 D. Appleton & Co.
Postage Stamp Album. Measuring Approx. 6" x 7½",
brass clasped, with gilt edged pages, filled with a nice range
of better items like Brazil 1-2, GB 1, Newfoundland 1, a 4ca
Shanghai large dragon plus other classics from Europe,
South America, China 5 with perfect Chinkiang Sep 7 83
Customs cancel and many others. The album has some
normally expected edge wear, with the usual binding splits,
which can be easily repaired. A rare early album in generally very collectible condition (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3417 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In a
well-filled thick stock book, we noted a valuable Great Britain section with a catalogue value approaching $10,000,
and including many saleable stamps such as 1867 (57
used), 1883 (96 used), 1884 (108 x5; used), 1902-11
(139-41 used), also Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
German Area, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden & Switzerland, mixed condition but overall condition is F-VF, highly recommended for the internet seller.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3418 Hm)
Worldwide, Mixed Up Selection of Collections. Many thousands mint and used in binders, albums
ect. filling three large cartons. Better countries to be found
include Ajman, good mint Canada, East Germany, Macao,
Nicaragua, Rhodesia, Tunisia, Tanzania, Tasmania, Uruguay, US face and North & South Viet Nam, condition varies but mostly F.-V.F., viewing suggested.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3419 Hm
Worldwide, "A" to "Z" Collection. In ten
Global albums with thousands of mint & used stamps,
mostly comprising sets, part sets & singles issued in the XX
Century, and with catalogue values in the modest range,
better countries noted include Australia, Austria & India,
plus Latin America, a good dealer lot to be broken down into
country collections, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3420 Hm)
Worldwide, Valuable Dealer Stock. Intriguing
worldwide dealer stock, with United States revenue collection, binder with worldwide mint & used material, stock book
with mint & used British Commonwealth with nice Hong
Kong including used blocks of four and revenues and Australian States, another stock book of mint and used British
Commonwealth with mint blocks of four, manila folder with
Great Britain #136 mint NH, Grenada 24 mint NH tete
beche block of four, page of mint British Commonwealth
"Specimen" overprints, and finally a excellent lot of worldwide postal history, 100+ pieces, mostly German Area with
zeppelin and catapult covers, excellent lot with enormous
potential, examination strongly suggested, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3421 Hm
Worldwide, Useful Accumulation.
With
better including Skiing topical stamps: small collection and
a couple of interesting counter books with imperforate sets
& souvenir sheets, Ryukyu Islands collection on White Ace
binder with many desirable sets, including airmails & souvenir sheets issued in the 1948-72 period, Vatican City mint
collection in Lighthouse hingeless album with plenty of
fresh sets issued in the 1929-91 period, we also noted a
wealth of new issues, France & People's Republic of China
sets, Canada balance collection in a Scott album with QEII
booklets, Worldwide representation in an International album, condition is mostly Very Fine, don't let this opportunity
pass you by.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3422 Hm
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Array of Collections. Composed of a number of country collections including a useful group of Switzerland, a few stock pages of
classic Spain, small selection of classic New Zealand and a
unused set of the first postage due issue mint, a useful almost all mint Austria 1945-1974 collection, a few souvenir
sheets, a stock book packed with aviation topical material,
useful group of hinged and never hinged commonwealth
and world wide sets and singles, F.-V.F., viewing a must.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3423 Hm
Worldwide, "A" to "Z" Collection. Mounted in
eighteen International albums with mint & used sets, part
sets & singles in the modest range, and mostly issued in the
1940s-70s period, we also noted Chile se-tenant blocks of
25, China (Taiwan) sets issued in the 1960s, Malaya
States sets issued in the 1950s, plus worldwide modern
souvenir sheets, U.S. postage & some USPS promotional
books and folders, be sure to set aside enough time to view
this useful holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3424 Hm
Worldwide, Strong Mostly Used Collection
To 1920. Composed of a couple thousand housed in two
Scott International albums with a number of better countries
like Argentina, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Canada,
Ecuador, France, Germany and States, Great Britain, Guatemala, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Russia and Switzerland. Overall F-VF with some definite cancel interest.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide Collections and Accumulations
3425 Hm
Worldwide, Excellent Mint and Used Collection. Housed in three well filled albums, many thousands
that combine to provide a well balance selection of countries and material. Highlights include mint Commonwealth
Omnibus issues, some better Asia, German States and the
rest of Europe, US revenues, ect. Although the albums
have seen better days the material inside, including a few
covers, are overall clean and F-VF, viewing strongly
recommended.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3426 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. An impressive amount of binders and folders with thousands of
stamps, better noted include British Commonwealth
saleable sets & singles, Costa Rica collection with several
desirable sets, Germany semipostal sheets (B218//229) in
large quantities, and issued in 1943, Cambodia & Laos
souvenir sheets, latter including deluxe sheets, Italy
stockbook with useful airmail sets, Latin America useful
representation, incl. singles, sets, part sets & souvenir
sheets, Liberia 1906-70 collection, Luxembourg mint &
used stock, Poland Warsaw locals, Romania dealer stock
with many attractive souvenir sheets & sheetlets, Viet Nam
1951-67 fresh issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3427 H
Worldwide, "A" to "Z" Collection. Mounted in
16 Scott specialty albums, including many useful mint &
used sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, but we
noted some better countries such as Algeria (61-67 &
B14-26), Belgium section with nice early representation,
Canada (217-27, plus airmails & special delivery examples), India (M1-10), Lebanon (45-48, B1-12 & C9-16),
Russia (666-77 & C40-49), a good lot to break up into sets
and country collections, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3428 Hm
Worldwide, Dealer's Dream Mint & Used Accumulation. Including four boxes bulging with glassines
containing sets, part sets & singles in the modest range,
and issued in the XX Century, including British Commonwealth, Europe, Latin America & some Asia examples, plus
a fair number of topical stamps. We also noticed a couple of
counter books with better worldwide sets (mint unless
noted) such as Anguilla 1967 (6-7), Austria (7-8, used),
China PRC (1108-13, NH), Uruguay (282-84), Virgin Islands (692-710 x3, NH), Wallis-Futuna (288-93 x2, imperforates) & Yemen (368-76B, imperforate pairs, plus two 1960
imperforate souvenir sheets). As a bonus there are five
three-ring binders with Austria, Belgium, France, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands & Switzerland modern
souvenir sheets., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3429 Hm
Worldwide, Collection "A-Z" To 1970s. Issues in six Minkus Master Global albums, sparse to moderately filled beginner's collection with best from Latin
America, Belgium, China, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Spain, etc., also includes couple worldwide beginner
albums and nine stock books of miscellaneous mostly early
to mid 20th century worldwide used (some better European) and few 100s "on paper", most F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3430 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection,
1842-2000. Worldwide lot with more than the usual Eastern
Europe, with plenty of Great Britain and British Commonwealth, Western Europe, and Asia, generally moderately
priced material but lots of it, great lot for the internet dealer,
o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3431 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In seventeen binders and a some stockbooks, we noted two binders with British Commonwealth omnibus sets issued in
the 1935-73 period, also 1950s-60s Cambodia & Laos
sets & souvenir sheets, Korea modern sets in stockbook,
also some useful United States postage, viewing recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3432 HH/H
Wonderful, Mint Selection. Five stockbooks,
definitely NOT your typical "stockbook" lot, this being all
mint including extensive France with dozens of NH sets,
strong in art series issues, strong mint Spain, FSAT 21, 28,
30, C11-12, C14, C18, C21, C28, lovely French Polynesia
like 193-207, 211-29, C33, C34-36, C37, C38-44, C45-47,
C50, C54, C63-67, lots of nice topical issues, Netherlands
and more. Clean lot, mostly VF o.g. NH, inspection invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3433 Hm)
Worldwide, Exceptional Dealer Stock. Thousands and thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers filling a large carton, includes mint Croatia souvenir
sheets B11, B12, B18, B31, B37 perf and imperf, B40,
Netherlands mint B144a, with Bulgaria, Canada, France
Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Poland, extensive Russia with used 678-686, Vatican City, and much
much more, needs work to maximize its potential, but will be
well worth the winning bidders efforts, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3434 Hm
Worldwide, Massive Almost All Used Collection. Housed in 11 Scott International albums, composed
of thousands with main strength, as one would expect, in
the European countries. Condition can be mixed although
plenty of F-VF to be found, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3435 Hm
Worldwide, Neat Well Presented Mint and
Used Collection. Of thousands housed in two Scott International albums with some better countries like Australia,
Bavaria, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, France, Great Britain,
Netherlands, Portugal and Sweden. A clean, fresh F-VF
collection, an easy view and well worth the time.
Estimate $600 - 800
3436 H
Worldwide, Excellent and Diverse Consignment Balance. Filling a couple large cartons. Contained
within is a wide range of material including a lovely and extensive Xmas topical holding, comprehensive mint Channel
Islands and Ghana collections, Europa, mint Monaco,
FSAT, US and Canadian face, a post-war Philippines collection, small sections of Liechtenstein and Vatican, plus
more. Eclectic mix, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide Collections and Accumulations
3437 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of
Collections. Including African Independent Countries
in Scott album with many sets in the modest range, Israel
1950- 87 collection in two Lighthouse hingeless albums
with tabs, United Nations collection in three Scott specialty
albums, including blocks of four, sheetlets & unused stationery, Vatican 1929-86 collection in Lighthouse hingeless
album (1-13, E1-2, 19-34, E3-4, 55-60 & Q1-15), also
1959-60 World Refugee Year issues in Ayal binder, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3438 HHHm Worldwide, Miscellaneous Accumulation.
Presented in four stock books and three counter books,
hundreds of stamps, strong in Great Britain and Germany
with mint C35-C37, but also includes 1886 high values
South Australia "Specimen" overprinted, British Commonwealth, South America, good France classics, deluxe die
proofs from French Andorra and Monaco, Asia and Europe,
lot of better material, needs some organization, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3439 Hm)
Worldwide, Tag Team. Tens of thousands of
worldwide stamps, souvenir sheets, revenues and covers
in two cartons, messily presented in every way possible,
looks hopeless, but some elbow grease will be well rewarded, a quick look uncovers German States, Newfoundland used #40, Canada revenues, mint C1 (x4), C3 (x13),
Greenland used 35 (x3), book of China, and everything in
between, will make the winning bidder very happy, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3440 Hm
Worldwide, Balance of Consignment. Several thousand stamps on pages and in envelopes, strong in
Poland, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Hungary, many are already in envelopes identified, a variety of topicals and some
pickings throughout, viewing highly recommended for this
lot, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3441 Hm)
Worldwide, Tutti-Frutti Accumulation. Thousands of mint & used stamps, mounted in albums, loose album pages & stock pages, vast majority of sets, part sets &
singles in the modest range with some better such as Vatican City collection on Safe hingeless pages, including 1935
Judicial Congress (Scott 41-46). We also noted a couple of
albums with U.S. plate blocks issued in the 1940s-60s period, plus large amount of first day covers, mixed condition
as usual but mostly F-VF; a nice group for resale.
Estimate $400 - 600
3442 Hm
Worldwide, Collection and Accumulation. A
diverse holding, including four International albums with
mint & used stamps. We also noted Israel collection of
tabbed stamps issued in the 1957-75 period, and mounted
in two albums, several binders with diverse worldwide material in the modest range, plus U.S. 1942-45 first day covers and a large group of souvenir pages with stamps tied by
first day cancels, overall condition F-VF, recommended for
dealer.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3443 Hm)
Worldwide, Accumulation With a Twist. A diverse lot including Great Britain Royal Wedding first day
covers in special album (1981), Flora & Fauna of the world,
group of twelve albums with first day covers by Fleetwood &
National Audubon Society (1979-85), two albums containing Pioneers of Flight first day covers (1978-81), Reader Digest first day covers in album (1978-79), followed by a
stirring collection of both mint stamps & first day covers of
America's favorite stamps of each year from 1948 to 1983,
another album with engravings and stamps honoring U.S.
Presidents, two albums with Worldwide first day covers
(1978-82), U.S. plate blocks in glassines, five albums with
United Nations FDCs (1985), plus several others. We also
noted an almost brand new Kodak 4400 projector with several carousels & metal boxes for slides, condition is F-VF,
internet dealers should take a look. Estimate $400 - 600
3444 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection,
1960s-70s. In seven International albums with majority of
sets & part-sets in the modest range, better mint include
China 1960 (1261-64) & 1962 (1355-58), overall condition
F-VF, worth checking out!.
Estimate $400 - 600
3445 Hm)
Worldwide, Sharp Collection. Better includes
group of used Belgium #15, group of Great Britain
aerogrammes, group of German booklets, nice lot of German revenues and mint & used Germany, needs organization but should prove worthwhile, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3446 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Miscellany. Including 1949-70 Germany & 1919-70 Czechoslovakia collections in Scott albums. We also noted Portugal 1940
(Scott 595-602), General Government 1942 2Gr, 8Gr,
24Gr, 30Gr, 50Gr, 60Gr & 1.60Zt imperforate pairs, Austria
mint & used representation, two Norman Rockwell albums
with many commemorative covers, another album with covers recording major events in America's birth postmarked
on the exact bicentennial dates, additional album with covers dedicated to the signers of independence and authorized by the Philadelphia 1976 Commission for the Nation's
Bicentennial, plus 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee album with first
day covers issued by Commonwealth countries, usual
mixed condition but overall F-VF, recommended for dealer,
take advice but follow your own common sense.
Estimate $300 - 400
3447 Hm
Worldwide, Meters & Frama Label Collection. Comprised of many many hundreds of items in three
volumes, we note nice Framas with excellent Greece, Australia, Mexico, New Zealand, useful Hong Kong, Spain etc.,
plus extensive two volumes of meters with Japan, Great
Britain, Germany, plus lesser offerings from Algeria on,
very interesting collection to be sure, examine, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
3448 Hm)
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation. A
diverse lot including United Nations collection in two White
Ace albums with stamps issued in the 1951-90 period.
There is also a fair number of worldwide first day covers,
some Antigua booklets, plus large amount of glassines
loaded with mint & used stamps, usual mixed condition but
overall F-VF. We didn't have the time to inspect every
stamp, so treasures may be hiding.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Philatelic Literature
3449 Hm)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Hodge-podge style lot with stamps mounted in binders and
envelopes, most of the singles & sets in the humble range
with some better such as Germany (C37 mint) & Great Britain (179-81 & 222-23 used), also several cigar boxes bulging with used stamps, plus U.S. White Ace album
containing Christmas Seals issued in the 1907-80 period,
and some first day covers, mixed condition as usual but for
the most part F-VF, viewing invited, you don't know what
you will find!.
Estimate $250 - 350
3450 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection. Thousands of stamps housed in nine well-filled albums with majority of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range,
including Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, Jugoslavia, Lain America, Monaco, Poland, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland &
some British Commonwealth countries. Without much time
to research we noted some better (mint or unused unless
noted) such as Belgium (B208) and Poland 1937 (314-16),
overall condition is F-VF, a collection that must be seen to
be appreciated (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3451 Hm)
Worldwide, Mish-Mash Accumulation. Mint
& used, mounted in stockbooks, stronger areas include
British Commonwealth, Europe & Latin America. We also
noted an interesting group of Canada checks issued in the
1910s-40s period with postal & revenue stamps as tax, plus
four small red boxes with Canada, Australia, Austria, Japan, Mexico & New Zealand stamps, also some Canada
first day covers with stamps issued in the 1970s-80s, usual
mixed condition but overall F-VF, recommended for ebay
seller.
Estimate $200 - 300
3452 Hm
Worldwide,
Accumulation,
Chiefly
1950's-80's. In 4 binders, mostly mint, much nh, essentially one binder of used, some Europe and Asia, better
countries include Australia, values to $5(3), Canada, one
binder of UN mostly blocks, face $180+, 140 Swiss frs and
1200 Austrian Schillings, generally Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Philatelic Literature
3454

Bacon, M.V.O., Edward Denny, with the assistance of James Dunbar Heath, The Line Engraved
Postage Stamps of Great Britain, Printed by Perkins, Bacon
& Co. A history of their production during the forty years,
1840-1880, mainly compiled from the records of the firm.
Two volumes; expected minor cover wear, Rare. Estimate
$500 - 750

3455

Nissen, Charles, in collaboration with
Bertram McGowan, The Plating of the Penny Black Postage Stamp of Great Britain 1840, exceptional reference
work, both volumes intact; minor cover faults, rare.
Estimate $500 - 750

3456

Robson Lowe Ltd., The Encyclopedia of British Empire Postage Stamps 1788-1952 vol I-IV, A very useful reference work for the Commonwealth collector, a lovely
set.
Estimate $150 - 200

3457

White, R. H., The Papers and Gums of United
States Postage Stamps 1847-1909 and Encyclopedia of
the Colors of United States Postage Stamps, Volumes I-V
The Papers and Gums of United States Postage Stamps
1847-1909 signed by author, with supplement to volumes II
and IV of The Color Encyclopedia of United States Postage
Stamps 1894-1918, like new.
Estimate $500 - 750

3458

White, R. H., Encyclopedia of the Colors of
United States Postage Stamps, 1981 edition, two vol., HC,
slip cases, covers the 1847 - 1918 issues, The standard
work on the colors, papers and gum of US, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3459

Wilson, Bt, Sir John, The Royal Philatelic Collection, Like new original printing; slip case shows minor
splits at corners, scarce.
Estimate $400 - 600

3460

1869 Pictorial Issue & Hawaii Postal History,
five volumes, 1869's include The United States Issue of
1869 by Stanley Ashbrook, United States Postage Stamps
of 1869 by Jon Rose, and 1999 Siegel Catalog Sale 819
Large Gold Collection of 1869 Pictorial Issues with PR, Hawaii includes Additions to Hawaiian Postal History by Edward Burns, and the 1980 update Vol 1, excellent material
for the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

3461

Group of Named Auctions, composed of Lars
Amundsen Finland and Switzerland 2 Nov 72 and British
Commonwealth Dec 67, Beckeman Postage Stamps of
China 1996-1997, the "Daisy" Postage Stamps of Great
Britain 8 Oct 1996, The Honolulu Advertiser Collection in 3
volumes, The Floyd E. Risvold Collection in 3 volumes,
Josiah K. Lilly collection Part II/X (5 parts), The Caspary
Collection in three bound volumes, The Dale Collection of
America in two bound volumes, Joyas de la Filatelia
Espanola 18 Dec 98.
Estimate $200 - 300

3453 Hm
Worldwide, Large Holding of Almost All
Used Loose Off Paper Stamps. Filling three medium
boxes to the tone of about 16 lbs. with strength in US and
some Germany.
Estimate $150 - 200
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